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CHAPTER

1

1IFTR0DUCTIOH
During the last fifty years, vocational guidance
was founded, acclaimed, questioned, criticized, and
defended*

Group guidance was oi® of the technique© in

question* 'Mow, when educators are ©gain citing the
need for helping youth adjust to the working world, the
query suggests lttalft t& greqp guidance effective?
search of data m

in

aids In answering the question, this

■ study reviews the beginnings ofgroup' vocational guidance#
the factors which affected the movement, 'and the recent
developments*

Since many volumes have been’published

on vocational guidance, a ©eareh was made first to
■■" determine to what extant the trend© ingroup vocational
guidance have been.investigated*
Review of Related hiteratur©

John Brewer, in hi© llstoryof Vocational Guidance,-1,
which was published in 1942, traced the development of
vocational guidance a© a- whole*

It included guidance for

all age groups by representative© of all agencies^sehool,
church, industry, government, welfare organisation©, civic
groups, and comatorcial guidance center©*:

it was ©specially

;concerned with the activities of the National Vocations!
guidance. Association.

It'brought his 191© publication,

fhe. Vocational Sni.jance. Movement* up .to date*

Hines

Brewer was on the defensive* he did not present th©
entire, pictor© of voeat ional guidance in either volume*
His, approach was positive rather than ^nestlotting:*,
In 192V* Frederick $* Alien published Principles
and problems in Vocational Guidancey 'a collect ion of the
best articles* .ft was a follow-up of Meyer Bloomfield’s
1915 edition of leadings in Vocational Guidance, neither
book evaluated, the practices it described*
M m j books present the principles of vocational.
'guidance*

Among the most recent Are ©oeupatianal;Infor*"

mat ion; gevelopmsnt and Application by Garoll 1* Shart la *
Principles of Haldanee by Arthur J* .fonss* Broup Methods
-.of Studying fccttpetiOttS by- liiired hittoolii Billings* and
-'§C;CttpatlottS.». a Basic.. hours®. fpridounselors by Welter
V* @re@ttleaf*

Their approach Is on® of methodology rather

then of development or trends*
This preliminary investigation did not 'unearth
any study Which traced and accounted forth# trends in
group vocational guidance*
Procedures
principles and practices of vocational guidance
have filled numerous journals and boofcsj there have also
mimm m M m m i& m s H m

research

£fc*s*is£

with the 1900 edition Sf School and Society, any writing
pertalnlngto group vocational guidance in any available
publication was reviewed*

The bounty of material obtained

wag classified according 'to the purpose of this study.
Firstthe original setting and need for vocational
guidance was describe# an# the varying, group methods were
outlined*,

Then the factors, b otbpositlve and negative,

which affected guidance were enumerated*

The final step

was to determine the recent principles an# practices*
gome of the practices, bothpast and present,
were describe# In. detail*

These descriptions may serve as

a practical reference for group guidance leaders*
The .assumption was made that the ideas and methods
that were published wore representative of the actual
’
'trends* 'The vocabulary of.the writings was also accepted,
though terms such as ^counseling*1 and ^'guidance*1 often
'proved, ambiguous*
©eliraiitation of the Problem

Group vocational'-guidance is the emphasis of this
study*

But# Individual’guidance and vocational ©ducation

were so. closely related to group guidance that they
received some attention*.
There is. not a commonly accept©# definition of
group guidance nor an acceptance of the terra itself*®
§01iffor# f * Froehlich, Guidance Services in

{Mm

fork! l e G r a w - H i l l T ^ W n F * ! 4* .

Bat, since thl» and other ambiguous terms in vocational
gaidanee were feetori' affecting the trends, tfe© meaning is
not■her# dsfim&§:

.CHAPTER II

THE SETTim. FOR GROUP VOCATIONAL GOID/ITCE, S/RLY 1900»S
Industrial
The early 1900’s climaxed more than a half'
'century of industrial revolution*

The craftsman’s

product had been replaced by large-scale industrial pro
duction.

Individual proprietorship .and the partnership

had given way to the corporation! the strongest corporations
•had developed vast monopolistic powers#
Along with the outmoding of the craftsman and
jsmell business was the decline of the farmer*

With the

hope that regular wages would raise their standard of
living* farmer® flocked to the cities seeking industrial
employment*

fh&j crowded Into meager housing In order

to be near untried* unknown work*

1
*

Besides the nation’s own displaced population*
'(the craftsmen* small business proprietor®* and 'farmers}
the country was deluged by job-seeking irmtigrants*
The industrial revolution had promised jobs for
all* but this surge of non-dlrected workers resulted in a
maze of. problems*

The main problems war© ones of low

%ohn A* Krout» Hew Outline History of the United
-States Since 1865* Pi fth Edit ion* (¥ew‘'YorkiIJ;Bin:;neI and
Moble,"’
96-8 and 100*

pay#. long hours* unhealthy working conditions* sa# l*w*
security*,

•• -

Since it was mo-'longer possible be atart & feesinogst:
otk a few hundred dollars* workers could, mot forget t heir
problems by aspiring to proprietorship levels*

Cornse*-

:quenbly they acted on the principle that they could not
;rise out of the working class*

Per forty years they hat

-propagated a labor movement based on the- workers * role in
't

’■'the new Industrial order*

iy meant of political bioee*

collective bargaining# the strike*, ant the boycott# they
•
.hat attempted ■to ease their problems i #t© secure for the
A

'
■workers the full enjoyment of the wealth they create*
V

;'snt. .stfficieiat leisure In which to develop their intellect
'tuai* moral* and .social faeu|t:Ies*;W®
Violent end costly strikes for higher wages and
shorter hours had become widespread*

In 1000* with the

:business cycle to it# prosperityihas©, there Was further

expansion of labor organisations#.
Individual Vocational Guidance
While organised labor had fought for better working
conditions* another group of problems was untouched* the
problems of the prospective workers*

With the Industrial

organisation becoming'ever more Intricate* hotjf could
youth* immigrants* and farmers find occupational
% M l i p ft,*?* Curo©* idueationa! Attitudes..
.and
folio tee,.Q'f..Organised, .labor
%mw
.''liESSl&lEl.verblty*

placement?

Ideally © worker should hold a job In which

h© is capable arid interested# but the i$ob seeker had no
-.basis -for evaluating either the new occupations or hie
own qualifications.*
With industry controlling the workman by limiting
•his individual choice and his leadership# vocational
/guidance -osme to the foreground*.
with founding the ■movement*

Frank parsons is credited

.After -a systematic study of

.occupations* character*- and abilities* he wrote the
book* Choosing.a. Vocations
Parsons was a bit too sure in his conclusions-**too prescriptive in what he told the individuals
who consulted him*‘ Bound up with this difficulty
is- the further fact that the "self-analysis11 plan
he used is over-elaborated and dependent upon a
Cels© psychology* His emphasis on choosing a vocation
led many people to the belief that this is the sol©
function of vocational guidance*®
His book did net cover School guidance*, placement*
or follow-up.He began M s vocational counseling in the Civic
Service House in Boston i a 1901*

His vocational guidance

work was fathered by organising the Breadwinners * Institute
(for aiding immigrants)* and- the Vocational Bureau of
Boston*
The Vocational Bureau-established vocational
guidance in the Boston schools and training courses
for the teachers*

In 1910# the Bureau held the First

national Conference on Vocational Guidance*
—

John M. Brewer* The Vocational Guidance Movement,
(Hew York* The Macmillan So77T91§17p*Sfr
™

.

At this conference, the initial aims of voca*
tioneX guidance .ways .sot forth*

One aim was to develop

methods and materials by which public schools could fit
graduates for the work they were likely to do*

It would

be to the business man *s interest to conserve youth*s
'energy by expert vocational counseling at the critical
'period before the boys, and girls left school*

professor

■Faul EU Hanue^ warned that.vocations should not be’
_“prescribed", thus curtailing the opportunity for growth
and .happiness*
Br* Felix M l e r 5 went so far at to say that the
whole of life stemmed on vocational training* and that
;the whole education system would be changed .for the
'better when the vocational system took root*
®r% Bichard C# Maolaurln summarised the aims as
.follows;
'focational guidance, as l see it* is to be of
unestimable value because it will disclose what we
need In vocational schools* ft should drive out the
undesirable in industry just as we drive out the
•undesirable eitlsen* We must make modern Industry
s part of the liberal education so as to give
a basis for vocational choice* Vocational guidance
will react on all of our. vocational systems* the
industrial quite as much as the un-lndustrial*
fhe setting and beginning of vocational guidance
have been described*

In relatively few years# the

%eyer Bloomfield# Vocational Guidance and
Industrial Education",
5Ibid,
6lbid*

movement spread throughout th© net lou; industry, church,
clubs, and schools all'took responsibility#

Guidance

was la great demand, and more was dealt out than vocational
information would warrant.#

Guidance writings' abounded*

but like Frank parsons, the authors were over-confident*
Just as guidance surpassed .guidance.information, 'Writing
surpassed research*Guidance in the public schools was closely related
to vocational, education*.

On© view held .that guidance

was an outgrowth of vocational education! another heldthat It was vocational education*® guide# • Understanding •
the development of vocational education, can.clarify the
relationship*
Vocational Education
While the majority of educational literature of
the early 190©*s was concerned with teaching English,
mathematical, and the classics, there was a growing emphasis
on the new, Oerman^imported, vocational education#, fhe ■
elassiclest charged that, with vocational education, the
cultural values would be neglected! the ^progressives**
declared that classical education neglected 90 per cent
of the high school aged youth*
In 1.900, ‘Charles fhurber.asked % h e r e 'Are!the
High School Beys?*7

He pointed out that boys accounted

7F#E. Be foe and 0* H* Thurber, %hsre Are the
High School Bey?*, School Review, till,(April, 1900),p»&34«

for only 42*36 per coot of ■th© high school population In
■the united States*

In order to hold the bey®,;It was

.-■necessary to shorthorn that high school educatIon would
- pay,-and by

Thufber -meant financially*

This

•motivation, h# thought, eoiald be accomplished by manual
;training* prefer ably in separate school®* and commercial
•
,courses*

Sis. philosophy was more motor .training and more

:■aotlre training:.* ■
Savon years labor, 1907* Tburbar® cited the nine
•': agricultural atmtas'ihieh'rofuirod, agricultural courses
:
;
■in the high schools, and he- challenged the industrial
., states to. do the same for Industry,

He? thought; that

.. Industrial -education. should be practical and close to- the
:ship| It could thereby spare the slow upgrading of the
r worker,
Hunter^ held that schools should be so vita*
. Used that graduates could be of immediate service to
'buslatss men.

The prevailing professional minded education

■produced boys who no longer- wanted trade#t’they wanted
to *dreaw up and sMne*1*

By emphasising the" financial

gain® resulting from mechanical training* he believed
that th© boys would be better directed and economic demand
.would be better' satisfied*
Vocational education was opposed by union# and
^Charles Thurber, windustrial Education”* School
ieview, m * flay* 1907),p, 375,.
— —
%*B* Hunter, “The Fitchburg flan of industrial
Education.1*, the. iaheel.tOTiew., X?IH, (larch, 1910),
>- j#.i igw'w
-mn-ys,
$fTW
'wr- — ■•* - * r » ’

•;
*u*
union leaders * for high school .graduates would, thereby
receive too ^uiok .advancement .and social preftrment*.
Besides the unions.-# vocational education had ■
'
other critics#, though the criticism stewed from con*
treating reasons*

& .typical vi€% was expressed by -

Ernest Hendersons
1*. .focfetlonal education encourages differentiation
before the child has revealed or discovered
himself*
$» It initiates- premature specialisation#
3* Since the young boy ianH- yet .motivated by
practical need# it wastes learning tim© *10
.

He felt- it was more importaut for the boy to;,
understand economic Interdependence than to matter manual
skills* though he -did not expand on how this under atending
-was to be attained*
toother critic,. Harlow S> ieraon-^, conceded
that vocational education was a means of lowering the
'drop-out rat©., but held that the emphasis should continue
on the general course*. fh±® would be accomplished by
organising separate vocational school# for only those
■students who were unable to- continue the general courses*While the vocational students would receive a brief,
distinctly practical course*of training, prestige factors
would induce students-' to stay out of it*
^ Ernest H-* Henderson, *fho industrial factor in
Education**, fHoport of Committee on the Place of Industries
in Public Education,
Council, 1910)

Anothar view contested that vocational education
would lowest* the drop out rate; that the lack of school
interest in the child came from inadequate'knowledge and
Insufficient preparation on the part of teaehe-rgu

fh®

.rapid increase in education for 'livelihood thassfore seemed
alarming#

By 1912, th© talk of what’subjects would best

servo the children thereafter wee uppermost at all education
’meetings; this talk erystalized into vocational courses
and proposed legislation* ‘ Duane M-owry reflects his •
'
: disapproval:.!
But is not a broad and ^enerousu culture vastly
more important to the community than mere, reaching to
gather shekels which in fairness and justice belong
to a less fortunate*: because not so shrewd* brother?'*®
Oontreating Howry*© view* Robert A* Woods states;
The apparent smallness and narrowness which seem
to go with vocational training* with having the
teacher apply himself to the guidance of young
people -vocationally* Is all in the appearance*
Actually it Is the fulcrum through which the teacher
can accomplish marvelous results* which have pre**
vioualy been impossible to him* not only c£ youths*
economic opportunities* but of their souls as well*®
Even as supporters acclaimed vocational education*
they neglected the phase of the vocational choice of the
student». Her did the trade schools have'a method ’of
selecting their students*
^Du&n© Mowry5 ’’Vocational or Cultural Education****Which?*, Education, m i l , (February, 1912) p# 574*
l%ob©rt A*. Woods, ’pBoes the .present Trend Toward
Vocational Education Threaten .Liberal Culture?ftSchool
m v t m tXIX,. (September, •19-11), -p.475*
~

Summary
fix© early 3&0G'*» s w the etim&x of-the industrial
revolution, but o nly the beginnings of the vocational
guidance which the new industrial order'necessitated*
'Vocational training in the public schools,: too, was in
its initial stages*
Favorable opinions held that vocational education

would!•fl) hold the boya in school, (2} spare slow
industrial upgrading, {3) result in financial gains for
'both the boy and the. business man, and (4) be the setting
for full, and general, learning*
Opposing opinions held that vocational education
would (1) be unfair to the adult worfiera of induetry,
(2) initiate premature specialisation, (3) west# learning
time because of immaturity of students, (4) fail to lower
the drop-out rate, for drop-outs'm e earned by poor
teaching, and (5) diminish moral and cultural.values*
Vocational education was concerned'mainly with the
boys and primarily"with the retarded and drop-out. boys*
•Ihe concept of vocational education as general life
adjustment of both boys and girls had not yet come to
focus#'

CHAPTER III
THE MISER FOR 0RO0F VOCATIONAL C O I M C E , EARLY' 1900*S
Personality Factor in Industry
The emphasis of Industrial education had always
boon to train children in order to save American industry*
'"■.The keynote of the joint conference of vocational guidance
.and .industrial education in 1911, however, differed from
■previous j®am*

The emphasis was that the children*®

.;-entry,ihto industry be happy,- and that to prepare for
:;;;thl0-happy entry, the children should develop an early
vocational Interest*
Lack of Educational Motivation
Oharl** W* Eliot deplored a lack of vocational

motivation in the public schools*
Multitudes of American Children, taking no
interest ia their school work, or seeing no eonaee**
tion between their studies and the means of later
earning a good livelihood, drop out of school far
too early of their own -accord, or at least offer
no effective -resistance to the desire of unwise
parents that they stop study and go to work*!
He further observed that professional and com-mereial students and apprentices were interested' because
they had chosen their career*

Yet, he felt that occupational

^Editorial Motes®, School Review* XIX, (January,
1911), p.* BY,
~ ~

choice should to© postponed till th© student waspest
,6ixte<m» for too ©arly a choice w o l d have insufficient
basis*

typical bases for studenta* choices were the

parents1 occupations,, personal observations* and recom
mendations by the teacher *

Sliot was aware of the problem# of occupational
choice.* but he made no .recommendations as to classes or
other group meetings, on, occupational information*

fm

High Brop»Gut .Bate

Irville B.*. Woods** cited that only one-fourteenth
of the boys who went to second grade ever graduated
;from high school*

Saif the male population was not

carried far enough to see, much less understand, vocational
opportunities*,

la their preference for an occupation,

'th© boys were guided by whim* contagious admiration,
and ambition divorced from sound reason*

But, their

actual occupational choice was determined by the first
opening in local industry*

therefor©, Woods believed that

every boy, before leaving elementery school,: should to©
given m

accurate idea of the nature of the principal

hinds of human wort* th© qualities demanded, the prepar
ation required, the reward# offered, and the opportunities
for usefulness afforded'#
%rvill© B« foods, f,Th© Social Waste of Unguided
Mreonai Ability*t th© American ..Journal of Sociology, XXI,
{Movomber, 1913), pp*,
'^1’
^§8.**B^*l'll,

Hredericic J*- Allen® analysed ■the mod for voc«*
tlonaX' guidance as follows: .fifty per cent,of the children
leave school by. th© end of eixfch grad©#. BS pep dent mor.e
by the end of'eighth* and SO" pep cent of those left'
before eohool graduation?

Vocational guidance would, be

a fore© to keep them profitably in school and facilitate
leaving tinder -condition* favorable to worthwhile ©rapIoyme?ib%
furthernecessity fop guidance resulted because
the American family was lees capable than formerly of
giving children vocational direction* the public school
had had difficulty keeping pace with the changing needs*
and society at large had failed to understand and take
'responsibility#

By giving careful study to problems of

-occupational life* vocational guidance could offset false
methods of advertisement* phrenology* selfishness* and
'ignorance*;

Allen recommended that any plan of vocational

'education and. guidance include a study of -common ocoupa**
tlons and their problems*;
the Allure of High .Wages
In reviewing- the third national Conference on
Vocational Guidance* 1913* Frederick $* Sensor* noted
that hundreds of Jobs offered wages alluringly high for
^Frederick J* Alien* Bract.ices.,In Vocational
Guidance*. (lew York: McGraw41
d

Trsderlck 0,* Bonaer, nleeassity of Professional
training for Vocational Counseling0* (Address to th© third
national'Conference on Vocational Guidance* Grand Rapids,
Miehagan, IBIS)-*

boys tn their early t eem (HO#- 18# or ewn 20 cent# an
■hour)* Buts these high paying Jobs also offered a "blind

;alley" *
■In 19S0#. seven years later*, the Department -of
'
:Labor® found that a million children between fourteen
,:and sixteen left school each year to become wage, earners*
:Only h-few received employment advice from their parents*,

-;for their parents did not know of Job openings or Job
;advantages*

therefore, nine^tenths of these youngstors

■; went into "blind alley" job® ■which r squired no skill*
./Frequently they drifted fro® job" to job*, to becoming
'•■;unstable*
Drifting
fh© history of most men* wrote 3*B<. Davis*® was
.on© of drifting*

fhat was because* as youths* they had

■not been, inspired with the necessity for an aim in life*
'Schools had formerly held out the educated ideal as a
means to professional careers| they had Ignored the n@c©s«
.sity of preparation In other careers* When the schools
responded with rapidly .growing, curricula* the problem
still existed*

Ghc© specialising in a field* the subject

_; matter diverged so widely that the student could hot
turn back*

Davis held that the. remedy to drifting would

%.*S* Department of Dabor* "Children heaving school
for fork"* Del* XSX*f£uIy*
%©s,se 8* Davis* yocational and,Moral Guidance*
(Boston! Ginn and Go**.
’ 1.

fee ©erly and eontimaed vocational guidance*
After interviewing tea successful though middle^
®%nm men* lertll E* Lott7 drew the following eoncliiaieaaf
(1) Education. was a most importeat■factor is success* sad

;those who started without had to toJio it up*

To fee

.effect lure* education had to fee planned along definite
lines, (2) & earefu1 analysts of their boyhood Abilities
'sad aptitudes# together with wise# vocational eoaaseliag.#
■would have -hasteaed their progress, to their ©reseat

.
'position®.*- (3) Without a definite

goal# there

was hesitation, uncertainty* sad wasted effort*

All of

these became sources of regret later m in life.*
The role of schooling# thought fectt* m m to help
the boy and girl find the field In, which his abilities
might lie*

**3© let every boy and girl make a choice of

■work early inlife# plan for it# and stick t# it through
thick or thin**®
Deficient Occupational Information
S»S3» Eifcso# felt that the vocational guidance
movement had grown too popular without its having a
sufficient backing of vocational information*

The first

7MerriU R* fcett#.*»h*n la a dob. a Real Job?1*
Educational.Review* feXX, {'November# 19*26) *pp«201*10«
Qlfetd,* p* 210*
0

««

B«H# M M son* "Suggestion* Toward a Tenable
Theory of Vooat tonal # n i t a e # * Manual Training and Voe**
fcional.Bdueattop, (January# IDisTaT
.

'function should be to give information

on

:a vast number

-of the commoner occupation© fh order that choice would
'■-bo baaed on real knowledge* not a mere guem*
Sever®! studies of feeya-'f vocational aspirations
■■showed that _too large a proportion chose the profess Ions*
■##3* Scare*iO study noted that boy# tend to choose ©ecu*
pat ions other than their own fathers**' though-they were
.'■'stable* nineteen of the fathers* sixty occupations were
'not desired fey

muj

boy*

*

*

According to deha If* Brewer'll * oven the boys In
technical schools- did not im-m? for what they were preparing|
;some eves thought It 9-m braining for electrical engineers*
;:.Ing# 1 « # or aeiioin#*

lenior© in eoiwrelil courses

■■didntt tpwi th# #c®fflercial p-uremtta*. 'therefore* he .
■■advocated that the- discovery of the- vocational world
•iww&d fee best facilitated, fey providing cites#© in o *«hjk
;'pati©nal.5information*
fhe technical schools failed to hate any type
of select!’
?# guid*a$«* then a istndent presented himself
.
,for a specific for® of preparation* nothing, was done to
"see that la© was the right individual for that pxwparetlmH
Bears* *0#eopaMe®& of fathers and Geeo**
pational Qhlocee @f 1*039 Boys in Grades Seven and light,
in Oakland BChools®* School..and. Beef#fe;y* 1* (April, UlSf
pp.* 750*56*

...... .....

ll-lohn S*- Brewer* *fh@ .leeent progress and Problems
;of Vocational Guidance11'.* School, ted Society, HifX»
herniary 16* If^6|irpp,f63*!^, ^
‘

Misdirected Vocational Education
^©tbsr meed sis to serve as »' guide for vocational
education*

Vocational guidance* when rightly understood; and
adequately developed* serves to secure more .effective
vocational sduestioa at a lower coat to the'eoatauaity* '
It is serving the purpose of developing © twentieth
century curriculum to serve a twentieth century
social and ©ooasile situation*; -It is at once a guide
and a cb^lenge* becoming an. a&gspatlal part of the ,
vocational education program*IS
■Gearing schools to- the demands of factories and
'■trades did not solve the preblc®, for as many hoys and
:girls were employed In other fields*

Since most would

.never need high skills* ‘the school*® mediation role was
to contribute a broad# general training.In dealing with
■'people .and industrial problems***© more specific notion of
-just what work meant*BconomiC 'Gompleaclties
Vocational guidance* If based o» sound research#
.could also inform children on the complexities of cccu;patioaal life*

It could simplify the principles of econo**

isles and. sociology*

It could explain overhead* costa of

distribution* wages* unemployment# capital* business cycles*
taxation* and the development of the labor movement#.
^%rank E* Leavitt, Vocational GuMwiea as an
Essential Adjunct of Vocational Education* School Life,
II*
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CHAPTER If

m & m m m x m s of m ^ y o o m o m h w z m m
While individual vocational guidance was still
:
’in its- Initial stages*.there *si a felt need for guidance
. on, a larger sesl©-*«a 'mod for group vocational guidance-*.
:As evidenced from the different plans from many parts of
the country which developed* this need was general*
-Chapter f will deacriba the'many ways in which'guidance
’
"was brought into the regular currientuaj*

'this chapter

i# concerned only with special class#® In occupations*
Vocational Guidance Meeting®
Believing, that schools'should at every opportunity
'.relate to- work., H,B, Wilson^, principal at- Decatur, fllln&i%
in 1907 met- the last term senior# every Monday afternoon
.for vocation centered discussions*

Bis aim® were to

.contrast primitive and modern .societies and their inde*
pendence and dependence; to clarify the laws of society
.on the Individual| and to discover job callings in the
'■■

light- of knowledge of open fields and labor demands*
A throe month course of lectures for boys and

*B*B* Wilson* #Tfce delation of the 'High School
'Course to Students* fcife 'problems*1* School Review* XVI*
{February, 1908), p*7V*

girls seeking to. ©hoose tholr careers was held Sunday
nights at the civic Service House- in Boston in 1908*
She lectures described professions.*'-

industrial

■work# special fields for worsen# ’and careers in art* music*
’and drama.
Occupational Information Course
W *&» Who ably2 is -crMitad wlthtelng the originator
of the school course' in occupations*

Bis plan included the

following: fit & careful.consideration of the importance
of vocational Information* (B) k detailed description of
80 or 00 professions* trades or occupations, and (3)
Choosing and securing m

occupation-**

Bis method of presenting ® unit on an occupation
.was to describe its industrial setting and its nature**
;|ts status and earning®*

He then mad© a text book reading

"assignment for everyone*

He felt a good text book so

■..necessary that at one time he had postponed giving the
■course for two years in hopes of finding a satisfactory
book*

He also mad© special report and personal interview

'
.assignments*

Regular class recitations on the unit were

supplemented fey reports* discussions* speakers# and tours*
Whestly motivated class recitations with questions*,
fypiesl questions following a mechanical engineering unit
were % Which of the three -types of engineering studied
%»&*. fheafcly# ^Vocational Information for Buplls
In a Small #Ity High School11* the School Review* XXIII.*.
(Kerch* 1915} ,p* 179*
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{fours#

the 1913 guidance- program of {Hxtf&m&fci Included
on eighth grade a t m m in eeeupabionii* the p m p ® m being
to develop the life career w&fe&to#

Dooopotloaai needs of

the eottfsttnitf end the Interest,# of the cite® were consider©#
first*

the method w m to \xm student report# (supple

mented by teacher investigation), reading,, sad industrial
excursion##
By 191©* Whsatly5 reported that fifty American
titled and town# were giving youth
guidance*
by

voeatlehil.

SB advocated that tfei# number be raised to

lily.,. and include dll schools

by

BOO
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Sot* Isa practice m m y occcpstlosas courses were not
of Wheatly*# Ideal#

.In the teffesiool schools: of Chicago*
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-age but behind

in school wos%: were instrueted in- vocations*
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a living**. H© fait that the junior high school was the first
place where deflnit# vocational guidance m n M he paraded*
though studies of interest at that grad# level showed
;little permanence* he Relieved effective occupational
choice# should he made by the end of the seventh grade*
fherefore, the counselor should show the child various
■occupational poieihilitiee* collect individual record
■data, and even resort to psychological t##b#*

^Without

‘a doubt the problem of voeatloisal guidance In the junior
■high school I# the biggest problem i n the educational
'arena today* **11
Sohnlt# raaoania»ded that the course be taught by
.a teacher of some years of successful experience, 'who*
..beside® being In full af^psthy with};|he adolescent* had a
broad comprehensive view of vocation.®'* knowing where and
'
.how to- secure the details*
fbe classes should be segregated with topics
appropriate to each sex*, iehtili# pointed out that the
girls'1' vocational guidance .field lied been more or less
.studiously avoided#'

Since most girls aspired to office

•work*, b# reeoMSndsd trying to attract the© to sure lag*
dressmaking* and assistant bomemaking*
Shiis plans for separate course# it occupationi
started before 1010* they were not adopted in m ® f schools
for several decade®:#

.In 1930, the loliet, Illinois, high

•school, reported offering two course# in occupation#**'
lllbid** p.239.

'one for boy® m &

for girls-,. It was <m oa&fcrs ewwivutmr

subject which alternated daya. with physical education*

The plan m s to discus#' one occupation each recitation
period#

.

"Vocations and Industries*-* <ta experimental
■course of the civics department-# w m introduced int#
.eight Hew ¥ork Oifcy high schools in 1930*

Jte alas were

■to teach young men and women "to find themselfe# by a
careful inventory of aptitude -add abilities*

It ■
•included

:discussion of present and future es^loyment possibilities
'
_In virtually every field of endeavor*
As part of Its revised curriculum# fhicag-e offered
■a career- study course- for the first tigs in '1939*. It
-was a tIve*dsy«s*weel course for- seniors*,

fo qualify for

this course* the teacher must have had experience working
■with -seniors* superior classroom teaching skill * a. well
'adjusted personality, and preferably some guidance training
such as psychology and vocations'*- His duties were to
.assemble student records# and# during the second semester*
counsel, each -student individually*
M

the popularity and use of the separate courses

in occupations -spread throughout the- country* 'other plans*
some conflicting* some parallel* also came to the fore*
JUH* Edgerton viewed vocational guidance as being either
Individual guidance or an aXl.--nduca.ticn process, neither
phase of which could be accomplished through separate
■occupations courses*

JBthough a number of schools have «uee©«sfnlly
inaugurated separate credit courses in
*
*voeat ional informationf:*, *vocational civic#**. and
ilia Mis:#;* ther# is m m ® difference of ©pinion relatly#
to the necessity of resorting to this practice where
broad m $ fleafhi© programs of earichsd studios ■«<!
vital
4*»a ©ffedea* and. suitable ppoviaiim
m ® made for tehooi ;roo«jis#Mngt. Nevertheless* it will
fee noted that ;lai*g© i'nugbexfei Of theae schools m ®
continuing to- offer such separate credit ©oursa-s,
either because of the ft©©#ft©fty of moot irg & period
of r#organ.i®a,tloa iftad transition*. or lack of fee#4*
feiXifey of r®M#v$ijg ® m or «of« school representatives
for individual oowu»oXiag»*@

;

■I

.••■'fho oxpro#t#d iroaaoa# for ©rganissini .©-©parat©
.,' t
courses ii vocational '^bMtoo© war# to- relate ftehool Ilf©'
••

■
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•

work Ilf©, to h©lj^,atu4©nfe# choose their career» and. to
initisto bias ear#©r 4 ©iiv©^ ■'lost'of tife* plan© included
:a detailed study of /aftey o&ofepiatXa&ftt ft few ©mphasi&ed
.

1
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the general, -study Of soeiftffey#. Methods of too©htn$ the
' ■ ' V A IV
pour#©© varied fro^thelt e&t book* recitation* test

procedure to the student p^opallei ©ia.se activities*
It® the mala*’the eav&ge vms pl*ee& at the
i

'level la. order to ^eech early drop outs; it was given on©
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s

e

m

e

s

t

e

r

for credit; and only'toys were enrolled*

In -ft

!

few instftnoeftir howeve^* it was given to seniors-* it was an
©xtra*curric\riat- fefe^ee* <ft gitflg were enrolled*: either
with t he hofS m

in ^©gjsftcfttei. ©lasses* So- professional
i
irednirementt were uefeeXXy set up for the teacher#, teaching
_

•experience* sympathA a well adjusted personality,, and-a
Bd:gorion* %hat ia ih# Guidance Emphasis in
Our Public Schools0! twantywthird yearbook* Inational
Society for the Stwjjjr’of Education)'

'wna&'m ii%

os?' pajelaoiogf wore all that w«» spool#Jett*

■ 8ft*£4*$ itelpteg to f&eo&t «n oe-cujpatlm* it*© cow#©
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tf separate eoirses I si occupations were thought to
.Isa ineffective* to© expensive* ©3? too ranch of m

Innovation#

’other plans for group vocational guidance were developed*
Instead of introducing a new course Into the curriculum#
vocational guidance was introduced Into an already existing
course*
'Vocational Guidance through Manual Arts
fhe first systematic guidance in the schools was
through manual training*

In 1894* George A* Merrill of

Sara Francisco worked out the following plan of exploratory
and try-*out courses in industrial arts*

^

(1} Two years of sample exercises drawn from simple
work in each of the trades taught by the school*
with about half ©f the time given to such studies
as English# civics* math# and science*
(&) Study of the individual followed by counseling*
(3) Choice by the pupil of a specific trade*
|4J'fw© years of preparation for a trade# including
related' technical studies*
,
(S)Placement at work# and follow-up*1'
Ihlle there was no systematic study of occupational

information and no person designated as a counselor* it
was a vocational guidance plan*.

The method was to have

sample projects exploring several specific trades in order
*Jofcn II* Brewer* History, of Vocational Guidance,
(Hew York? Harper & Bros.
7
"
"
’ ~

to choose a vocation*

Vooational education was the emphasis#

however,, with guidance being only incidental*
By 1906, the realisation carae that the predominant
manual training was unrelated to the skills demanded.in
.industry*

So, the courses were converted to industrial

arts, a preliminary to vocational education*

Sere again,

the purpose was to discover vocational abilities, not to
'explore the field of occupations*
II*i* Stratton^ organised a plan for rotating the
boys among the various, shopst printing work.#, metal work,
electric work, woodwork, and cement work*
,on a practical productive level*

fh© shops were

Each boy in the seventh

:and eighth grad© had. a course in each shop*

When he reached

the ninth grade, he had to select one shop in which to
specialise*

fhe industrial arts group was; segregated from

the rest of the junlex»*Mgh though‘they spent one half
’of their time In regular academic work*
Another plan for guidance through exploratory
activities was devised by Robert H* lodgers3 for the
Hilw&okee Vocational School*

Home mechanics and related

problems.In occupations were explored in the seventh grade,
the building trades In the eighth, and the metal trades In
the ninth*

Besides, discovering vocational abilities, discussi©^
Of vocational problems woo included,

ffee plan for did**

eusslen was (I) the function of the occupation, (2) the
iiaporfc&nc© of the occupation, {$) conditions of employment, (4) hygien©'-. of the occupation, (5) economic eoadltittaft'#
(6). entrance requirements, (?) labor demand, (8) mental
aadpiytical prerequisites* and (9) opportunities for
advancement *

It m m pointed out.. that eleven million' m©ni

in the United 2tst©s wore engaged.in manufacturing and
mechanics, and that 70 p#t* ©Ohb Of theses' wore In. saves,
trad© groupings# metal,, building, textile, lumber, food,
shoe,'and printing*

Thus, baa Ida# giving exploratory

effortunit is#, ftadgor*# plan gave as overview of industrial
and taeeh&niostl problems and labor demand*

fha required

teacher training was sot specified,
#fpevocatl#nal'ft'education was started by M s # I»*
8urdick is 1914%
provocation#! courses which aim to give an ©ecu**
potions! round of ©xperience rather than shill, as a
.'means of #;©lf*dise.©v©rf .are a most valuable factor
is vocational guidose#-#
Vocational fuldsne© is Social Studies
The committee m social studies believes that
education as a whole should take account of voce-*
tlonal heeds and should contribute to the prepare
ation of the youth for m intelligent choice of
vocation and for /efficiency in it* 4# for the ninth
year study now under consideration, the committee

^Brewer,

p *135*

<*®s#
Is here interested in Its 'vocational guidance ©speet
only ft* m incident to the broader social -and civic
training of youth* If it can bo a&4» to contribute
anything to Isis guidance toward a wise choice of
vocation and intelligent preparation for it* it
is that much gain*5
The social studies committee felt that it was ah
essential quality of the good eibl&ea, to he self supporting
'and also contributo to the world'*© progress.*

But* its

'main stand for reoorwending the subject of occupations
was to further .social efficiency rather then personal
success#

thus the foregoing quotation* which ranks voca

tional .guidance m

a possible by-product of social studies.#

It was reeoaaiended that the social studies -unit
dealing with occupations be taught In the ninth grade*
:
.where it would have,, a larger audience than at a higher
level*, there ninth grade social studies, were required*
©II students would, be exposed to vocational infernalion*
The moat effective, approach-would be through the examinetied
'of occupations and .Industries in which pupils had direct
inter©sb^-etther through predilection* parents* or local,
importance.*.
Vocational Guidance through Bog 1tail
$mm ,
1* Davis5 developed- a plan wheibby vocational
guidance would be a function of the Sngllsh curriculum*

He

gave convlacing reasons for his plan of vocational guidance*i
\%«S* Bureau of iducation* The Ho clal Studies in
■geephdaru .iddeatlfe,, Bullet In. 08*.
sliT
%esse B* Davis* feeationa.I and .Moral Guidance# ■
|Boston.! ©inn & Go* , 191^7“"'

First* since English is ft required subject through
out school* it. would reach ail pupils*

Second, the study

of occupations would supply the subject for oral and
-written compostIon-**a dearth of many English courses*
Third* it would be a subject for serious thought*
Bis last point* one challenged by critic®* was that
.the vocational study would b© a substitute for classic
■mythology# classic lore* and history of English literature*
lie qualified this point* however* by adding that the
teacher could lead the students.to culture by so starting
with their present.* non*cultural interests*
They com© from homes of toil* of little leisure* and
of less culture* They have no- time to lose* and'
every lesson must have Its application to present
needs*1? '
Davis outlined suggested vocational theme topics#
discussion topics* and reading materials for the- English
course*

This course'of study covered grades seven through

twelve.*
The purpose of the. seventh grad© work was to ©rouse
'the ambit ion of th© pupil* Typical topics were **Th© kind
of person 1 should like to bew and ”What t will do when X
grow up*”
Xn eighth grade* the emphasis was on the value of
an education? some of the topics' were **Bll»d alley ©ecupations” and wThe advantages of going to high school”*
So, linking future success with high school education was
’715M«» p »26»

a device fop lowering the predominating drop out after
eighth grad© graduation*.
Character analysis was th© aim of the ninth grade#
and It wee to be accomplished through writing on "My
natural ability" and "Why, 1 should succeed”*
the tenth grade course attempted to classify
■occupations and relate individual abilities to them*
This study was climaxed by each pupil making a detailed
study of one vocation* '
the topics of the eleventh grade dealt with specif
ic preparation for a vocation* such as "In what insti
tution of higher education should I continue my education?”
'and "How may I continue ay education if I do not go to
college?”
The final units covered vocational* social* and
civic tfehica*

Among the suggested topics were "The

special qualities of character and special abilities
required In my chosen vocation"* "To what extent .a® 1
indebted to the social interest of others?" and "The
benefit to fee derived fro® belonging to a civic improvement
association*”
Besides the

egular schedule of themes and required

reading*- Davis recommended supplementary projects*

These

were {l) free reading periods in a library ©quipped with
V

vocational material* C"2'J vocational excursions# {S) store*
optican and moving picture projections* and (4) interesting
speakers*

Whll© iav-ts mentlobfd that the average teacher....-has little, opportunity- to efe$#rra or to know from #xp«r£ea0^
moeh about the vast, field® of labor s&fce which her pupil*
go# he did. not- specify any requirements which the English
staff should meet before-' teaching vocations*
Eh also.stated that the time ©pent oa vocations
should he left he the teacherf the study should net, 'be
pushed pash spontaneous interest*

1® did mot mention how,

with such variable factors,;*, the school could evaluate
their vocational gpd-daae® -services*
Itesher w« .iertlebb® devised another pim
tional guidance in English*

for voea*

Activities- resembling. the

specific oeoipatione war# introduced Into the classroom*
$bus# it was tb* English of the vocation*. net about it*
focatioaal Eiiidenee la the fiemeroem.
the hoffloroom*# original purpose #f providing
desks and taking attendance soon grew to include iadi**vidual reports*. discipline* dally amttomo#m#nt-s#-and. parent
interviews,®

T h m it further expanded to educational

functions,#*©ducat Ion for bit tsesehip».•charac tor, and
educational -and vooa.tio.nal guidance#
While ail teachers were not good- guides* naigbar
were they good classroom teacher®# therefore*. J.*B* Ssvis®
0
Brewer* op,»®.lt»# p-*146#
%esst B* lievia, MThe Guidance Emotion of the
Home Soot#* Education* M l * (me ember*
pp* 1$5«3*

;*i|4
stated flat the teachers mast fee take© m

the? were.

I© hoped* threngli ih*e©pirt©e training. and ® ® m ©sr©f©i.
fcwoe&or seieeii©© in tbft fntar#f to fenIM

v&

ft foet&tjr

o f ©©itaaelers of youth '*ho were ovofeo to the opportieiitlo#
‘for ©herseier training and recstieaal goldooeo in the
hooooooo ootivity pooled*
Berts litied £©«* goiftooee timet lent* of the

■honoroen fesehtrt |1| Initiate group eoofooooeeo foar
free dioettooioft* |f|’ftoafoo with the oiuftotito iadltldnelij1*
Ait their ©hpie# 4t high oobooi oourioo*

(4) .lefer

siadeni# to the departooofc heed* g&ea* frlhel^el.,*. or to
an ootoide ®g®mj .fOo special eointai-*
liB*

traeet the ieirelepssai of hosier©©®

gotdone* fro«t a Olffooftist epprefeeht ®he gehoei principal'
delegated oooe ©£" hit galdance work first to 'the dean and
#©na§el©r e M then to- the hoaeroe® tegeherg*.

"there we® a aoeft fo r gnldenee

im

Bine©

a ll ©intents* hot oinoo

;.It m$- tee oa^oftftivft © a 'm .iaiitidam heels* Alien thought
■homer©©® gutitmm m & n step in the right direction, even
though the staff m ® net speeiellaed#. fht homeroom gul#s&«4
would iaeiad© the otudy ©f edneatienal end resetteaei
opportonltioo* .an# iniiridnal Abilities end tatercet© t
fhis guidance would fee charged to 'instruction* and in
tegral pert of education* rather than to

&mthmid*

^%r©«teri<5k I* Allear principles end. Problems la
foeaiional Buidaace* {Soft

la 1935# Harie Helamara^ ©f law Haven* Ooranectloufe*.
began an intensive attempt at guidance through the home
rooms of the Janioh high school-.

She carefully prepared

lesson plans and demonstrated them for the teachers;
then she supervised the guidance presentatlone*

fh# result#

were felt to be favorable,
John Brower acted that the homeroom was peren*
nially used for all *extras®* For most homerooms there .
were me vocational guidance lesson plans or supervision*
Consequently* all teachers war# assigned to- teaching
technical information for which they were unprepared.
Such a plan i» convenient in- that no disturbance
in the present curriculum is necessary and therefore
avoids the unpleasantness of faculty discussion as
to what studies are most for least!f worthwhile*12
Assembly Programs and Career Oonferances
fhe easiest method of "vocational guidance" was
to invite representatives of business and industry to
speak at all*#chooi assemblies*

While the speakers were

able to impart worthwhile information* many times they
gave -a distorted picture*

©*W, Horton^ recommended

that the speaker be given an outline of the purposes his
**33*14,* p*5t*
12
Brewer* op*c,it*, pJ124*
13B*1* Horton* “A FIm of Vocational guidance",
School Heview* m i l * {April* 191S}* pp«g$3*9+

tells 'was- to ©over*

Moat speakers represented the profes*

sionsj seldom the trade or laboring occupations* • the
t

asW^lies generated enthusiasm# hut m m

a questionable

teaching technique* for the students* written report#
of the assemblies, were full of inaccuracies#
According to- H#r C*- Krebs,*4 speaker# m m

© valnabl#

guidance tool in rural schools# • The farm child had
contact only with farmers and teachera5 yet he should
learn of other occupations#

But , Krebs did not feel

rural teachers* especially young girls* were fualiftsd to
undertake this work#

therefore# he thought it was the

job of the supervising principal to give talks and get
Speaker#*
A more intensive attempt at vocational guidance
was the career* or vocations* day*
describes- one school*# program-*

3U-E* Kraybill^5

At a general assembly in

the -morning* the guest speaker* an important representative
of business* gave the general requirements and opportunities
.in-business for the non^college boy or girl4

In the

■afternoon the students were grouped according to oocwpa*
fcional Interests*

the fields represented were clerical*

'retail selling*, banking*, beauty culture* printing* #l#e»
1

■trieal repair* postal service* automotive mechanics-*
.insurance# household service* drafting* building trades*
)

___

*%#<?* Krebs*- ^Vocational Guidance in the Sural
School”* Education*XLI * (December# 1920},pp,255*9#
%

V'-

Krayblll* wOhellenham*s Vocational Day”*
XJV# (April* 19$6}*pp»6&8»60«

lire##niakiag,t ®m& .»t«l wwklisg#
m

4 t eaah dl-teusslop.table#

©siperlsiaesd m m n % % m % described Hi® work agd answered

the student#* trestles#*-

.'

‘' ■ *

-’
Sfedqgh assemblies And ear#®? -day® presents# -m
. :authentic a©!®©® &t 0&6Bpati$&$& |lWP9«Bf6tioa#. it W .
cfbei* limited .1ubp##i# «&$ tMTAAllAtld is approach#
.)$mh liaiiatieia# ?«#re
f he purpose 4$. hat lag An outside speaker in
-the guidance: conferer-e© it to give the students
.■■ ■'fIfattend informatics; about- -a particular oeeupatler#
■■
fb» #peeker% mia it to presest facts m fairly■as
possible.ahemt tha %?0r.^iag-fi#:
l4,^»tiiafe a© represents#
■rattier thass to be6««.hl# rotation# It la not the
ebfscit to at tract students to the eeeupaiierw by an
■appeal to- tfe# romantic & M e of the work#- ffe© speaker
$hmt%A bring-with M m the Itaswttwim #tf aufteeaa#
thereby offering inspiration m to $h*. vaia* of
preparetion for -semethiisgi worth while#!®
dottier limliatim

m & a lack of #t«$e®t interest-#

.iSrewer^ cites m is# .Sagiaei high eefeoel toasttoma-ire .
;'dm which -i®# sealer#. £scores toeatiomal assemblies# ' .After
’hll arrsnftasnts were tt&40* tery few student# attend©!#Ssira^urrieuliMr .Mbiritie#
A growing, bheery w m that reeetieaal -puisnes
eeeli to# Aeeeopl&fh&ft through siitra^otrribiilar aetivittss#
igoas aahooAa even required that every pupil he as active
isiember of at least one club#
f

tw «.T># I^w— I

■ii# iw l u e ^ w ^ fci|1<u jy 11>>1<rJftIffiI iT'Li!f>

^^fomseior* a t e a # # $ctspat long* till*
:(|%ia*ti-ary# iQBSf* p<*44&*
• *%©ln II*. Brewer*' Gas## la -the, Administration of
;guidance*‘|Wow forkt

Bora B #:,

anumerated ways In which club# •

would- reveal vocational possibilities* .
‘^rt clubs, in*
stead of the painting an#

profession** should

eapbwels* eotiuia© design*. dr©s8«tafcl,ng# millinery* window*
;:decorating* and, advertising.,

Social^welfare clubs should

■lead to Bed. Gross ©r charity organisation occupations*
'"for#lgn*lsaghag# clubs to teaching or trade* music tints
- to teaching or directing* and science clubs to electrical
trades*

Being m

the school pubM-cation-it staff was a

:-step towards journal isrn, printing* or business#.

Horn©* ■>
.

.ecomomles clubs prepared girl.# for their ultimate profs#4*
'
,
■
:sion*

foaational clubs .toob the place of cumoular

:vocational guidance with vocational reports* industrial
.exearslons* and self-study#
Easel I* Andrews!9 claimed that, vocational guidance
■came through dramatic#,*, for #h# defined guidance -as teaching
:poise .-and knowing how to dress*
la a series of article# m

*Aspects of locational

.Guidance”20, l.M* Iloon accreditad vocational guidance to
.speech* literature,* and manual arts clubs*

He reasoned

that speech was m asset in any occupation* literature
!%ora l* Bodson, *t&*t Are the focatlonal Rossi*
■biiities In .Ss.tra^tarr,lcular .Aetlvitleef** School Review*
.ilTO!* iBecember* 1929), pp*767*70#
\
^%ea«i II# Andrews* ^Vocational and Moral Guidance
■through flrametice”# SdueatIon«. Ill* (October, 1920) ,*pplf3*31».
2% heodor©. W. Boon* ^Aspects of ’
?ocation.al Guidance*1*
Mca t l O B * t m * (March, 192b) 4I2*lisI%ril* 1926), p*40Ti
f®lT*H^S)* P* ®®6*
'

crested forward looking thought a* sad manual activities
were try-out experiences#
The concept of vocational guidance'had expanded
to include not only a general study of vocations and
s»If**anaXystS| but all. activities which pertain to spec if:'lc occupations#
Vocational 0-uidance through fork Try-Out
In attempting to reduce the drop*ant rate. Hew
York experimented In a,.practical vocational training
plan#®* After a Junior high exploratory program of rotating
shop courses* the students were given pert**tie© employment
in their chosen occupation*.

In 191% there were 660

pupils who alternated weekly between high school and in
dustry.

A high school teacher fa coordinator) was chosen

to link the work with school,

Special courses were orga

nized On each type of industry— manufaeturing, commerce/
and 'transportations:#

Besides being able to- continue their

education -and gain work experience* the students were
enabled to earn substantial wages*
In X9SS*. a work try-out scheme for high school
students was reported in hewlstewn* Montana*

For spend**-

1>S three hours a day In some office* store* or shop* the
students receive credit for their training and exper-ienee*
but were not paid*

fhe employers made out progress

£* Ettinger* "The M f e Career Motive In
Education", School and Society*- fill# (August 3* 1910)

pp* isi-s*-.

ireporta-f.- Baaidw working and carrying a m or two r
sub jects* the students were enrolled is a ^social economy1*
cows©* This

presented •a gsnorsl toaekgroaiug in

industrial history* .econoMcs*. sociology*, and current
problems*

ffa© bey# and girls did well Is this train lag

curriculum* and the school coat was low*

% h © real ’

experience in as oooopstios is.feh© most useful, kind of
.guiia»C®4W^
Unninal 'foe&tiosal guidance flans
Two plans*, neither on© of Which gained wide •us©*

mm

unilu© ©sough to warrant description,*

On© was the trad© extension class*, a 1921 expert
iaest of the law York city Board of Bduoatlohf.®®

It was

really a vocational testing class for the purpos# of
■choosing, the high school cows©*

fasts were- given to

groups of twenty ©;lghth*grade girl© for a period of two
weeks-*Baring the .first week the girls spent twenty**
five hours in the iosmercial department where they tried
th# chief hranetes of the work^atenography* typing*
filing* and switchboard operating*

In each branch they

were given some elementary instruction* some practice* and
fork fry*#ut Scheme for U g h School Students1**
flonthly. labor tsrlaw.t-.3Efc* CApril* 1936)* pp*iS4»§#
®%tag falianstelh* % n Attempt at focatloaai
feat in#* jgdacstieaai Ecvlew* m i #(Bec©mber* 1321) *
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®4b*0« miteh0 tl$ *&# tfe© 90bPer
1S*?1#8> O T 1* (JttiEM** 19$8)* pp«4$$*44«
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Wars*. depressions, booms, and discoveries may
make marked end sadden changes in the *£** dad distribution'
of the labor force*

Every factor which affects labor'in

torn affects vocational guidance*

Thus# to understand

the past changes in vocational guidance.,, one smut analyse
the changes ■as they are related to wars, the- general
employment level, government action, and technological
change*
World War' X
War changed the whole occupational struetare*
State rights gave way to federalized, socialized control;
labor asserted and maintained equal footing with capital;
there was a rebirth of patriotism*

W. Carson Ryan predicted!

the role of vocational guidance!
fh© problem of organizing' human labor resource©
has suddenly emerged, like so many other social
and economic problems, from the realm of the academic
into that of the immediate find practical, largely
through the stimulation of war necessity*: fhrough
selective training under the War pepartraent* besides
■the vocational rehabilitation laws.* ,the. Whited States
has undertaken, as never before, to control and
distribute human services**
I-W* Warson Ryan, Jr*, ^Vocational guidance and'the
'yhblie Schools , Bureau of IducaHon Billedi&T Iil¥*Tl91B}'*
p*74

■

*

Vocational guidance vms necessarily bound pith
'vocational training; the m r demanded that boys be directed.’
to mvfe In shipyards and defense plants*

Mother problem

!was the adjustment of draftees to military life,*
Guidance was also bound with vocational education* ■.
'the S«ith*aoghes Set of 1917; was ,a war measure; it provided'
:federal aid f m industrial* agricultural* and home economy ,
■''training In the high schools*. .Brewer held that* if the
;writers had wanted* they Could have given similar assis*
-.taae* to vocational guidance*®
!

Besides changing the occupational structure and.

providing federal aid. for vocational education* the.war
-had yet another effect on vocational guidance*

It was

•claimed that the data assembled from, the army camps on
the Army Alpha tests furnished occupational intelligence
standards for vocational counseling and occupational
selection*
fh# scores were so presented as to indicate that
•in all probability an individual must have an intelligence
rating within the score range for achievement- in the
occupation* with the further probability that he should
be above the score average to be sure of sufficient
intellectual capacity for the occupation*^
%rawer» History of Vocational Guidance*.Clew lorkt
Barper and B r o s * ’p7lof^ "1f"rr'"'r"'r'
t ,>i'ri"i;i':
-'rt"iti'■

%d#lalde Steele Baylor* "Occupational Intelligence
Standards*** School .and Soclety * f e .C(’September }2,P1922) -§73*7.
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teb general intelligence test#- be- ■applied to all
the p^pll® and a. minimum requirement tat up* f h m
tetortete btetr -teteesiio m otter tohoollng capacity*®
ft was- not ©any ytete tiff teueatete
objected to bte- -war eenftetete incd@pandiag emtireiy
up m teats for guite-noe#

fit©!©s* atate^ tea that intof.#*

Hgtne* tests ted tittle sigpiffoaitoa in tecational gaiterne##
He ©specially dlsteinte using teat a a® the single criterion
ate that qfoerartwd teteyier* sp#elaX abilities* ate turn*
pei^ijsentei and charsetor qualities #©r©--.«©:r© important,.
He mlm w m m 4 that ability grouping in the soteoi.©* a
career deterter.a&t phase of.guidance* ®teu-M not tellers
the itetrteter*#•^extensibility fte atodent aeMstetenh#.
.forte# thought the 'ooetestlttel^inteliigeno®
table more likely to mislead than to- -serte a useful
purpose*. A bey of super ion .intelligence who was *orking
•.in the ahop# eould terA ej> to- the top# A teteel teacher
had a bllte 'alley fob*

fte-refer©.# a bright boy#- looking

for opportunity# etenM select -the o-eenpatioo from which
the greatest mrater of superior persons ted te^nete*
hot choose hi® initial job on the -basis mf til® Intel.**ligente*
®Ms,

pan*

Morris 3. fitSiiss, "Fajeholialeal Tosts in Guidance;
fteir llae ate Abuse*** Aohool. ate &oei&ty» III1*
IMS).#- pp.,359*51#

%.*W* Forbes# ^teeupatioual^lnteiil^tneo- Stateerd#*
Sahool ate-.Joolot.y.* iff*...lOetOter
pp« 414**18#

The Po»t«#s* 102O*g
The aftermath of World War I was characterised
by industrial strife sad social unrest*. Industry was
able, dorlag the first half of 1919* to absorb the
4*000*000 service men and 11,000,000 wan? workers who
returned to the civilian labor force*

©at* there followed .

hitter strife between employers and employees over wage
.scales* and ©ostty striftes and. lookouts resulted#
M -price recession splraled during the early
19S01b , and unemployment again became prevalent.*

Though

the vocational guidance movement m 4 elasses in ooettpa*
fcions were still expanding, their effectiveness was being
Questioned*

industrial technology and the occupational

structure were changing more rapidly than were the guidance
functions*
Beudder® maintained that since ©&e*thtrd t© one**
fourth of the country*® boys arid girls would be. forced toearn a living at machine processes of a routine nature*
little vocational training was. possible*

Be was appro**

hensiv© about the permanent arrival of the machine method*
and be Questioned the amount of monotony and routine a
worker was able to take*

His suggestion to the schools

was that they take a more wholesome view of the person*-#:
importance In industry!.© wider conception of M s individual,
%enyon -J# Scudder* **Th© Schools and Industrial
Adjustment*1* School and Society, XXX., (August 84* 1929)
pp., &58«7»- * '

sN»l*tlasMfal9 ft# the

i» f w w i *smI the o m *

sodlfty he pr#«h*#©€*.
expfteeed * similar point of viswj: the o m m *
ftolor felt an ttfctor futility #f trying'ft#

ft* the

growing ©ha## -of eomp©fcitive- «## lefty* ®:f©ry year yooftg#
StuwNf by tbo fttientosndg poured #hft of the s#b##la ltttft
f#e%©rie% shops* m & offices.* to male# ftp m

army of

restless,# disconft-ehftet woFifes?# thet were the important,
factor in the labor f##tol#is#,
■fb® fault ws* sot p?t«aiSftIf' their® but the system* ft*
..lithe# ftb® tftdhttrfiti system into wbScti the®® young
people -are M i n g f#r®e«t mss soft adapted ft#- their
inherent' h®#$® and ©©p-®®iftl®s m hums® beings*
if bftraumibftft sftjhsstmettt wer# $$*slhl«? they w w " M t
toeing ftfteqpaftbsly prepared ft# oftkft It by th© education
*ftQeift«& in the schools# #1* by the vocational glides®#
that m were gbit to offer them*
flat trouble with ftti®
If had fttlt# ft# fao© the bati# fact® of
the «r©s®into for weftftttohftl guideac® m ®
eductoftl#® was founded m the theory that
most be ftrgiatd**t4«eat#d^*f©r industry#
need for shilled worteerii was ©rgtotll*- * *

m m that
this eonfiicti
veefttiensl
young people
the great
*

gnd all the time the truth m m that' for aft- least
.ft century the isiremtiton and intreduction of antometic
®®©bin®Fy hftii to©eh fttesSily deeftroyliag ftfe® n m d for
skilled. 'tori!©!4# in one IwS&sfery after s&sb&ep# Machine
production had superceded *r#ftsttft&*b$p$ ftftft for the
yaaft majority of worter®* pr#dhcfti#h was becoming
*6po ®.®d wftpft ftutsaatissd* 'th the face #f that.,
What- ft dramatic failure of a whole ia#y©ss#iaft ft# deal
with reality! What a ©oaftradicfti-#© of fast and theory*
Is ear yooftfcio&ftl work of the early- day# wt ftslfeed a
great deal ftbottft. blind alley Jobs* dead end #c©®p®ii#h®#
1® tb# phrase *&$* which# wlfthotift o m realising it# ,
has ©erne ft# describe ftfee wooaftionftl motftmftftft itself?***
the feregoisg ntustatisa is evidence that# even before
^%fchel & m i n w •Blind Alleys** Survey*(November,
19S4-)* p*14§*

JS&4*
the 'big crash sad depression of 1080*. the original claims
of vocational guidance* to- match the worker and the occu
pation* were hold in derision*

In 1983, the exteemad.

value of vocational guidance wont with the downward
economic surge of the depression*

By 1930* in order to

survive* vocational guidance had need to change its
emphasis*
The Changing Emphasis of Guidance
The opinion arcs# that Intelligence and ability
were lea-s Important, 'than personality*

Cunliff©^1 believed

that moat worker# failed not because they could not do the
thing they were employed to do but because they did not
want to do m
and jobs*

because of a clash between personalities

fh# nations, for the failures were* (1) ina

bility to get along with superiors* inferiors*, and as so-elates* (2) misunderstanding of the true nature of the
’vocational world* and (3) luck of an intelligent work
philosophy*.
€unliff# laid the latter adjustment difficulties
to the changes of the recent decades* including increased
«

power and productivity* changes in consumer demand and
distribution* the shift 'in the major occupational groups*
and the new science and technology which applied to shop*
store* and office situations.#.
^Guidance as Sducationtt

C m i* Clareb* 1032|f. pp*6?5*7?«

WSfs*:.Occupations which a few years before had seemed
stable suddenly declined*

Manufacturing* Kilning,.and

egricTiltxare employed fewer workers*

Even physicians and

veterinarians found their services la low demand*-

Frofes*

sions, trades* and assembly line occupations all required
highly developed specialisation and division of labor$
but, since skills and Jobs changed so- rapidly* the ©bjee**tlves of vocational training and guidance were uncertain.
Also* many jobs required only a short period of training*
*

and bhis could best be done on the job*

Thus * the problem

of vocational guidance ceased to be one of making a single
adjustment* or wGfeoesing an ©oeupattea#*

Instead* -It

became one of making a long series of adjustments*
There is failure for the man who is not
shifty on his feet and can not change his plans
and objectives to meet well ©very ©hanging
situation that confronts him*12
Believing that guidance was basically a teaching
•problem* Ounliff© re-commended that* In the teaching of
occupations* personality adjustment be emphasised,
hinkl^ neld that educational guidance should super-**
-cede vocational guidance*

Be would reverse the procedure

of choosing a specific occupation by studying occupational
-eccentricities and the economic system*

instead, he would

start with the individual.* his abilities* and his apti
tudes,

Vocational guidance would b© incidental to
^% b i d »| p, 670*

^%enry C, link* !,Wheat and Chaff in Vocational
• Guidance**, OccupatIona, 111, (February, 1954), pc. 18-26,
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rtsrtl
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W® m m t ©ducat© young folks on farms to live
in cities beeeuae at least a half of t Uom ©a fana#
today will migrate tomorrow**6
But, the cities did not mood them*

Ditypople

said, nK&ep t$»m youth at kora©1**
Molirim auggeftted a program in the rural school#
whereby rural occupations would bo emphasised*

Data .on

rural occupations Shewed animereasing diversity including
road work# ©leeirleiby, plumbing, auto mechanics* and
repair worte

fbss© occupations should; be encouraged,

for the fact©!, m

Salvia faced them* were I |1| the

volume of youth .migration .was mot likely to be resumed*
<$) llllione were destimei t# live Im rural ureas who'
would have migrated* fSj ^sriculturo would have no need
for $:
S to 40 per tent of the rural #epulet|©» that
reached the productive ago*

Since even the effectiveness

of city guidance was decreasing, he did not see how rural
youth could he helped to compete with city youth*
fh# pessislsii© outlook on employment opportunities
was'mot the only reason for a vocational guidance declines
School budget# were cut, -and la the program of retrenchment#
the newer types of activities were eliminated.first*
Guidance function# were considered m

onbolllsbtaanfc*

fs the ether hand* froffit^7 observed that the
depression brought to vivid, consciousness the meed of
*%>««
1785arls M, Proffit, *®«Maiaee"» School M t e , XIX,
|3Tume, 10^4) ,|. p *809*

planning for the selection m & distritoutioii ©f irorfeftpe in
the different flili# of eii^leipaehfc-f Slid that
pointed, toe the further development of gulden#© a# a regular
function of the gutoiie school##,
.w,..^ 8***# ^be Gtti^fcwMs that w m point©4 to,'was

in

conflict iflth the traditional Amor lean Ideology that w o p f
■individual toOuM ti.m £bm® hi#- toipth station*

Hutson^®

'give# the, now guidance £&e&t*f C3,1 All occupations .offor
a, rich*. eultoural ©sclsteae© whistt. I# demanded by the
democratic ideals# |2|rfh©t*a should fee harmony between
perse®# and oeenpatiofs#* |$) i w s s -vary to their poten*
tlality t m sergrioe* S© fait that the oeeupations m
.lower rung# sisouM aoto to# slurred. oyer#

the

Instead# it should

toe emphasised that sorter# are imeded it ©very level is
order to ittl*itfd» a secure. and orderly society#
A year leber# 1934* B**fc#e»fc® hailed the W m Seal
as being s heoet to. vocational guldenc#*

So sighted taw

vital ohaage# which confronted the vocational counselor
■m

a result: of the social reetmetpaetie®#
fh© first ehttftge was that progr©## tod bean made

toward the eraatioa of eoegitieae is which guidance could
really wopfc*

iootal. oontrol pointed toward a sooiety Its'

tfeish there eot&d he a rational flam for matching
i%er©lval V* Stttgdn# nA M X n m e in Vocational
Ottiaaae*** Sotoel .Shi Saoletofo-fltflll* foettotoer S8# 19331
p * S S $ # ......... ................
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manufacturing employment doubled in four- Western -cities and
increased more then fifty per cent in twelve ether cities*’
The heavy demand for war workers drew hundreds of
thousands of young people from school* Even students of
promise were lured away toy high wages.#

ESnee defense jobs

assured employment for-the duration, Out held little for the future:, vocational guidance had to- adapt to the .emerge
’ing conditions,*
Weigh the advantages of steady employment for
several years, with the oonseiuento opportunity to
develop good work habits and discipline against the
disadvantage of almost certain dislocation when "the
war is over-# Stability of the first job is possibly
more- important than landing in an occupation with an
assured distant future but with an assuredly unstable
immediate p r o s p e c t ,
glts©n^s took the view that, though the first duty
was to- win the war, youth could serve both- their country
and themselves by acquiring, one of the mechanical skills .
"Which were needed both lit war- and peace.

Especially the

boys who would soon toe in the service should toe encouraged
to learn skills which would qualify fhe® as technical
specialists*
Pre^induction orientation was delegated to the
-schools-*

The boys needed to know the nature of military

occupational life* the induction, classification, assign*
meat, .and training*

-they needed to know the specific

""'A*®* Hinrichs, ^Occupational Outlook and the War**,■
Occupations, EX, fApril, 1940), p*499*
**504
^%its®n, '
tt¥ocational Guidance in Aid of Victory”,

needs of the services end hosr to cjualify fop
Studeb-aksr^4 recommended that, since 'selection' was
the watchword of civilian occupations and the military
forces, the schools should be ready with complete test
records*

It was.,a vocational guidance procedure to pick

the best candidates for each Job*
poet«War Period
With the war’s end, the possibility of mass- unem
ployment was a. worry#-

If It had come, no group would have

been harder hit than the high school student s % they lacked
both experience and the war veteran*# claim for training*
Besides having priority at the crowded colleges and uni*
•*kte
.varsities, veterans got 90 per cent of the apprenticeships# '
But, mass unemployment was averted*

Eleven million

veterans found civilian jobs, and other millions -of war
workers transferred to produce peacetime goods and services4
Borne eecupat.ions--operatiwee# clerical, and service."-*
declined In relative Importance after the war;- professions,
sales work, and non-farm laborers increased#

The number

-of proprietors., officials, and craftsmen continued the
Ad
wartime rise*

Thus, the gains overbalanced the losses#

■^Frederick A* de-hrer, MWar Service Counseling in
the Schools”, .Occupations, nil, (December, 1943) ,p*164-7*
Social w* studebaker, ^Vocational Guidance la War*
time”. Occupations# IX# (April, 1949), pp*486-92*
$%itsen* ”Washington fleshes”', Occupations# Mill#
(September# 19-43)
,3%arold Wool and tester Fe-arlman, "Becent Occupa
tional fpeMs”# Monthly Labor Review* ii?, (May# 194?) ,p*503*

ibrbeiselve occupational shifting accompanied the

post war industrial redistribution*.

Despite the exp anting -

agriec&turat £atyif»t*. migration eoabiaued stmf from- theferat® to the uf%a» renter® « Thm industrial m m ® ism
.
'
_character i«#d by l^rtioiNfliaBsgftJBSftt ilapita# m & #3aebi|i«*
sstloa lay offs*

Sat ono-yos* oftoy the war#. aatpleyaeat

, hod regained Its nadrefreer level#*

■S7

,

fbo m m m m #f personnel service# la tho military

*
*

.and iii industry caused an osysnsioo of vocational guidance
; in the post ■war period*

Jill of tt» service# had used

.group toetuiigttes in orientating and rererieiitfibtagji and
•.Sttth .guidance was found to help each' individual*^
■:

the .?#t® m m AAsinifttration counseling: program

:improved civilian testing trefeni^tt*®® Aft** World war tp

’

the** had ba#fi enlf seventeen tost# which had high degree
•
■of validgfelomf; now there were innumerable teats with high

•claim®

mi relidl'ty*^
the/problem mi prejudice revolted, increased atten*

tloxu

Mlsf®® 'bettered the school counselor should prepare

■the minority group® for the emperiesee of being the victim
of discrimination*

ff they could look at It objectively*

^*8«pX*y»w*t trends*** Monthly labor Review,(1948*7)■
^%Uilt?epb Wremi, **tre»d# and predictions In .
:fo«atloaal Guidance”, Sooupafetons*
(Say, 1947}* p«SQS#
...***** & $eett* »Sontributioii of the fatereo*
A;dul*iistrat|on Counseling 'Program to 6t>ld*na**» Occupations.*
tip&t (lay* 19471* p,*493#

/.
^%©#ter Mx*
School Somtelor at VerJe on
Ojbet^ablenal
Mscriminat
ion**,
©coupat Ions* JEX11X*
*
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jjgftni'-'
they would to® better able to- cep# with discrimination,
liter? youth helped toward refusisig.be accept unfair prej- •
juAtfta afi»d at himself would become a. f Ighisr for
■ijMsarleftn democracy,; A ooubssIor should ® % m persuade the
■majority groups of fair play*

lii If4ft when a» esppiapaemt dweltme seemed possible*; •
the notion again. Pagan defense propagation#

there were

/cutbacks In. the mamufsoisure of eicitiam ge#4e* Put defense
pjp&Suetiea further swelled the alee of the- labor force, 'Jm
.if-SI, employment broke eli records with 68*$ million*
■IP the fee® of full smpSeymefib* yeeatiemsi guidance
faced a tiffertnt eltuatiea*, With the attraction of high
/paying job% youths were tempted to leave school pr©»turely%
Industry' needed t©©m*ag#i workers* so there was a eloser
irelatioB between, iatuetrf and schoolsf
\ m m prograti got a push*

fhe cooperative

there m m less iit#rimimaMom

against women m & f©groa#f
€wums©lor# could d© & wool job* for there was a
■wider range of choices*.

% u m g people would be helped im

■choosing ■emrsert within the range of their ahilltie® and
interests* and there wenid he less eemeerfi about epper*
bmibiee*^
fren&s^* Hepthly. hahor. Pev lew*11949)
^%iteem*."Washington flashes11* Occupations,
(tevember* !$$$}«

World War I •necessitated the efficient control and
distribution of human. services# both in civilian and
Military occupations* ■C4W»e4tt»a$&y.* tests to distinguish
between people of difforoat abilities were developed and
,widely ■aoelaiffiOi#
After the w > , the validity of the testing methods
;were onestienei*
'wm

tm fact.#, the whole of veeatikmal guidance ■
'

questioned since machines! Increasingly replace skilled

workers# and the routine jobs of running the machines did
not demand education*

Instead of vocational guidance* the

.
•emphasis came to be on educational or personality guldenee* ,
ffcariag the depression, vocational guidance accora*
pealed the employment decline*

City youth were out of Jobs|

farm youth stayed idly home instead of migrating to the
'cities*

Guidance services were eliminated from the-school

budgets* But* the social control of the low Deal gave
,guidance a boost.*

It made occupational planning possible

■ and raised the prestige of the humbler occupations#

By

:the time of the recovery#., educators were spreading the
. ^occupational MJusiment* movement * the central thought of
which was |oh placement*
through World far II# the schools aided industry .
'by evaluating students1 aptitudes and abilities with tests
and records*

they ale# 'gave pro ♦induct ion orientation

. to the boys*. Since war-time guidance services were successful

la Sndaetrf and bJa» wmrv&mm# they gala^i la
Store valid tosttag

wtr® developed*

. f m % * m m fait wittya»nt •brought better «oop«watJUMi
bmm-&n industry otsd ths schools* -VtNMrtloaal guidance
problems esabersd aromd aeboal '<tr©p*odts and employment
<li.sorlsilaa.tloa practises*
of oecapati#»al

Biroe there m m a wide range
guidance workers

could beogptl*

mistie la preparing yoatfe i m the working world#.

mssMou m w s i M

mimm-

Progress b#o©«t pMaihle through ertblell®*
•critical latwrprfttatioti of guidance is 4iffi©w|lt

But

It is

'm ®a difficult to H i t the problesiie and techniques to use*
fefttttsrir^ listed She bfpss of guidance e#aluabica
studies which were 4i#e*ffndl»&ftf (i) Measure the need fit*
■guid&t)*## |#1 ielebe practices be ©bjeetlwee* <S) Compare
^pracbicea't# a standard programt. it) toispare pupils before
.and after guidance# (5) leisure pupil characteristics after ..
guldeRC#-*
fh© purpose ©f this chapter te to outline the
'.research which has; been dons lit roeaiioasl guidance# for
the fihdihgi of reaeareh were

s. fatter contributing t©

Its deselopt&esib#
fhe.ltsed for fuidaaea
fwo. ©f the main reasons for the occupational choices
Of twenip^bhouaaisd bof® and .girls were % e s b money makers*
end frespected oocupstloas1*’#

©onclutlons of the study

were that iroostloitsi guidance courses should (I) ineorpor-ate exact data with regard to financial returns of
%rspsoii. I* lS»tm&wr* ^Proposals- for a Program-©F
M m i m t i & m of tildaac©*# School. BerlSfc XIII# (September,
m m i p pu si@*
1

numerous occupations* and (2) modify illusory hopes with
data on -vocational demand**5
<& 'Hew York State high school survey questioned
1,641 graduates or withdrawals! 66 per cent had received
*£
no educational or vocational guidance.^
Only 60' par cant of 1,211 California high school
students professed to know the requirements of their -chosen .
occupations.#

Of the- 1,211, forty<*two per cent chose pro* ••

Passional occupations (against seven per cent hired)j ten
par cent manufacturing (against 29 per cent)! six per cent
agriculture (against 16. per cent); and 18 per cent clerical
(against eight per cent)*4
■$h© result of questioning 1,425 Rochester# Hew York#high school students was that 56 per cent felt a need for
occupational information, and 57 per cent wanted help In
estimating their qualifications*$
Occupational questionnaires were given to 2000
students in 22 Illinois and Wisconsin high- schools#

The

majority Imew the necessary abilities# salaries# hours# .and
employment trends of their chosen occupation# hut hot the
%©rvey 0, Lehman and Paul A* Witty* ”Some Factors
Which Influence the .Child's CMoce of -Occupation'0* Siemens
■tary School Journal# XXXI, (Pecember* 19301*
%arold P* Clerk, ^fhe Social Effectiveness of
Education0, peview of Educational. Beaearch* % 9 {.February* '‘ '
1940)* p*39* ....
4lb.id*
^Mildred Lincoln Billings, Group Methods of.Studying
Occupations* (Scranton* Pa. i International' Textfcdok' Oo*'*
l94’
ll* p7S£

needed preparation nor age or sax restrict Iona*

Ihey

were the victims of little Information rather than mis
information,6
legating Practices to Objectives
& 1922 survey of seniors of Washington concluded
that high school work was a relatively unimportant factor
in vocational, guidance*

Relatives and. friends were ranked

first as an aid to occupational choice*17
1'he Itfe-eareer motive had no practical effect on
school work in a study of M O boys*

fhose without vocations

al decisions did aa well* relative to their mental capacity*
as did boys with vocational decisions*®
4 follow-up' ©£ 1,003 tewton* Iowa* g r a d u a t e d - :
that the occupations followed the first few years After
graduation were close to those prepared for in high school*
but that most never reached their vocational objectives*®
Ihis study was conducted during the depression* a© the
results are overly pessimistic*!
%dward C* Eoeber* "High School Students Meed
Vocational Guidance"* Occupations, XXIII* (Wovember, 1945}
pp* 97-100,
^Aubrey A* Oougias* "Vocational Interests of High.
School Seniors”* School, and .Society*3CVI» (July 14* 19221
pp* 79-84,.......... ...
% e faover, *3PS» Llfe^Career Motive and Its Bffect
on High School Work"* School Review* XXXIV# (May* 1926}
pp* 426—30*
^Horner I* Smothers and 8*11* Hamlin*. "Occupations
and Careers of High School Graduates"* School Review,
XL* (April, 1932}* pp.302-6,

fh©
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#hf 14

©r oeweateea#. fh©f®f#r«* *od*tiois*&

gaidettoa dbeuld W

p©stf©»©4 till that a§4|. the goldime*

ppogratt* ©arri#4 #«t te lb©' | i » i » high# weml4 f a l l or
m m

hewa*^

iiw«etlge.tte& ot TttMl

A

E#6S0 #ep®r&t#

Is

ilasae# rw e a is i that etndoat#

w@r© s t i l l K»lt*g trmiwai eesogMUttg to Jctb- spe#£fi©#%I©a®
at t & m t m m ;to twenty

pr#*ieod*^

-f»» pttpea&s

at 7,000

high #efe©hi aanlov*

rated vocational g$£dattt» lowest &$*»$ t*el*$ ecbodl

■aarvie©.© ohlob they wt&e A tM t

t® t i s b ^

$0 detersti&e bsit offeetiw tsb©#l.gutdsa&e bad feefttyepinle&e at 17*000 indogtpiel i#a4#s»a m m ® «e«$led*

f if t h t i l a l
tlw#

tm.pwappma a©

bolag

'p@m» «&sfe»

A

aind ia#ft#,e«'

fh# ether* $u6lifi#d thair ©Mereame&t with the

follooiag tritf-ciiii'i (1) Thar©- was t©» iwsAfe ©apbaais on

l&tellj&Ane* #s4 other teat©*,. |@) (€ouaaalap« siMtwed the
; doflattioa*. o f awttipAt&ta*' b it 414 not bawr th© type© of
warfe ©reliable fo r

m

the tpgtinlug r©t«tr©<t*

f&) Tii© ©eh©©! ahouid. 4«pry <*» yearly i& iia tr ia i surveys*..
^%*f* fiiM*©* #ft&# Hatuvatlaa Wm-tm to ^oeationaii

©©itoea*** Sjofroel’ asd &^iafcy» 'f& tfllif; |\f©r©ab©r I t * I f 88).#
pp* igs-'SO*""
^%lark# ©»'*

*%£t«<m i»4 ia rta re i' Oras©* **11©©©ir*i4 ft» to lt* of
foeatloaai. #oida&©e<V 0©©ap&tl©Et&a, IfIf. Clane, 1930 |f.p*040%

; (4) Student# should fee taught to fill out #pptte&ttoa
■ blaakcu
Comparing fraefciees to'8 Standard frogrmf»
,

©f 1,100 high

mtemM

atuwwfbd im I0SS# 6&*&-pt&

..ooat provided some M u d of occupational Information*. Of ’
those* 4$ *6 per eemt had stpsrAte '©our###*: wbtl# $i-#& p#r
cent providM it ## part of other' aour###*

'-.

throughout

the nation* schools reduced thair costs by using regular
''officers and teaches?# a# gwii&aoe 'fMnciiohart###^' '

;

By 19$9* uhdor the ancouragesseat of -the tooupatelohAl
j-

i.

■■lafornatiou #»d fuldanc# 0er?io### 1897 public high school#
Vhad appelated «&ycQ8*l0P* for- hither' full. or half tia&*
.■iSowa state# had authorised ftat# guidance fuperfisor#*.^
to 1947# there were S>6QQrfwll and part time oo«»#o
.iseier# ©ployed ibr

state#*,. A third of the states w #

'^wlred stngnselor Pertifieatioh#^
In hi# survey of educational and vocational guidance
^ • ^ r r r - T y i ; r -•••jr-y,--,

i%* tonneth Brasted* ‘’Fruit# of the Guidance
'Elfor#, SiUBESSlim*ftebrasry, MBS)*pp#$46*9*
fihenfeerry#' “Guidance .and Counseling:
Secondary h©wl®*'Bovieir. of: Idtsottt/m&X Mmmmh* V I.
■(turn, lose), pijSST
1—
~ w
lsEitoon, "Wanted— Vcpdtidnel Counselors*', Occdpa*
•tiOhS# l?li.f cNovember, 1909)* p* §20*
^®8a**»y A* lager* "Vocational 0ul<t«nee in'the.
United State#.* .'Intorhat.io&el.labor Beview, X&vil*
(.April* 1948), V.*14?,

in Stoatana high school#;#'

t m m & that the ItS®

treats sect# t# o H m occupation! iafotmtlets fctopongjb ether
eoureee ouch m Saglliii* eeefsl #tU<Meer h e w eeofteffiiee# \
4tnd MfO^edJuotwat*.

ftoe forwltseii course van bnooa&ng *

.thing of the path! 'While 67 per tent of. th# flr#t elase
'ooliooli’offoi'ot ootlk a course in X#3B* enlf £6 per eeat
■offsre<t.it %&.$&&&*

i7 per eeith claimed tos
-

.give voefttlwufeX guMaaee either in sepwate eeersei or la
■■ooeupatioBOl walti#

'I’ort^fteree i#«* coat of tfe# eehooto

reported m m % the oeurss »•* not ontltfoctorjr*
The use of occupational .toxtbooko- and vocational
.;:aeseahXies dropped Mnee 108©.*, Put eeespiitlemiil filos*,wtie® pictured# M 4 industrial, tows laoreasei*.
Befom

sad ilfier % M a » o o

A cows# In -©©oupationi gifon to $08 ‘ninth graders
of iiaaeepolis showed n o w effect eh their vee&tinniil m &
''egu6ftttena& pXtad-#

Before taking the cowee* 77*# per m m %

.of the© could it©to i&sir oeenpstiomiiX oiioioef after the
,course,# $&*-$ per- cent had ■a efceiee#*®
$&* group# rare given the Brener^iiaooia' vocational■•
■m4 &&u&m$&m9X information toot*

©no group w m given n

•■ Bugs## Berease®# 11 dffiiwmtintfo.Jontury ig*$urvey
of tdeo&iionsX jua&;focotl©a*@T¥pllaSceT,:la1
1
rSantSai 'fubfilT
^%elvia\f©ug<tii and
.Bougies®*. % p e .Iffoot
iof j*
in $ceti$ntidn& on the 'fooatloail. sad Sduoatioa^ ■
oi ^Xaat of Iflnth & m 4 & ©hlldrea*# School
■'i&tfyoh**'iimfo &*&&*&&*
.

tw©ntoy*»eefc ©owe# In ©ar##r®| then

b o t h .

group® !
wer© retest*,

ed* Beth groups showed improvement* with the career ©Its#
doing better than the group without feh© ©iasa*^1
Fosfc* ® u $ % a r i i © i # p 1*4t®»
■A 1939 study compared. 39'i senior high school stow*
denis who toad hod wMf#*©#re@rfii ©ours©®: with 250 who had ■
not#- fh# basis of comparison was g, battery of teats
oa occupatiohal and educational information and adjustment*
fber# was no significant difference between the two groups?^..
.In lt3% fher»M4# ©ondaciei a ten yaws feXlo«<#t»P
on eighth grade aptitude examinees*
vofmilonal guidance did net guide*

H# concluded that
t.ia ©Titles.,. also

psycholegist0*' said that neither fhernktle1# teat not the
aptitude Idea were valid* for aptitude test® could net
toe e o saMwed wocatlenal guidance* ^
fh© fereesier Boys* flub side a felX©w«i#' study
of 200 past wesstoemf 10® toad toad vocational guidance in
19531 and 1Q0 toad not*, .$* IdS&j, ferif^fiv© per cent of the
advised boys were still in school as against ..$2 per cent
on tto# sum«e£vi**d»

Of

b

h

&

m

who were working.* the advised

hoys averaged *22 job changes -per year compared with 1 * W
fa
Kltson and Oran#* 3g*#,It»p»840»
^^Itoid.** p *241*
^^Franklin J# .Keller* ®0©»p®j?atotv# focational'and
Iducatienal ^tsidanc#*** B#vjew of.,.gducatlonal. lesearch* XX*
{©etetoer*
p*41®«...........

Job

for

tl imn mot advised.*®^
eambradSbt the propoaftlaia that the

tiofeeol gfoonld traia sto.dents to* »p»eifi©- Job#*' Of tbo
Its who grMueted fro® I M fIttebnrg trade ebtoeoi %n t®4f*
l@m. fehtuii a third in 1&51 wer# working 1st a t*&de related ■
.to their tralmfmg*

Ilalea «M»e%*iih£$# trad# etperioaoft

■ra«5atil,tii#afe## -and employment praotie©% waiefo Included the
.fear of drafts eligibility* pgwrentod ycrntsfa fro® emtorimg.
their oheooa f l e M * ^
8w®®ery
le e e a re ii

m fbMamee was. lis ito d # ite r fa ir galdaa&o

people w w o trained is•gmm-*

M m

ami a .vortlsy itadf tmkm

the atsdies whleh worn pmbllabed were m

'United lns.#©opa that thoy wore Sibil© help bo the front
Ilia© eea&aolor*^
Stadia® ®ta#'uri&g fen# mood for gsidftoo# Oheoed
that aiadente baaed their occupational ehoiee on oarnisga
and |jroatig## they did mot know the re^-uiswsemta* and they

ifelt th# meed of vocational gyideaoa#
'?©aational .guidance warn mot aeooMpllsfeimg its
objootlvo** for stuclemfcs ranked relative® and frSeada m
®%©bert % dole#. ^Sralaatiom of a Soyn* ®Sbb
Oui&a&oe frogra#* feempfefctomsi.* IfSt fdaa#* 1938), p *840*
®%ar#om Me&uire, %ooiaS Mtfmto #ad Gorrelates
of Idweati©#*, lev ley of Mdoatleaal Besoaroh* M M *
'jCFObrwary* 1@68| *'g>:* M *bir'rn ‘:
T''J'TrIT'
t;l'!'
L' ” ‘
^Hora '«nd Batter SoOeas’otk in focatiomal
.i#aldaae©%. gooigSlMS^ XX^» (fotenrntyt %&4$} ? g#,»S®8»#.*

..JOTS#
th# most iaflttenciel factors ia occupational ehei#e>;
parent* rfflsteei vocational guidance the Jhasi -Impotent
school function.*; s$& Industrial leaders felt it m m t%t
of touch with iadu#trial ass&t
f M i # certified eetmsslsps am

stats supervised'

guidance programs w#r© increasing* ©oat sdhssls used regu
lar teachers*
fhe followf*yp studies showed that guidance pro*
..grams had a limited effect on the 'student*

m m f m $tz

8&tt*6o$*ft «w#
; to-tfa©;
' wi#

otttm

#s

m m ®p'p®m&

of. W H tiow ol guidon*#* -Stoss wpps#

uaooptototy fta<3 MPk ot hmmmf

wooattosttl

:guidance ftdsoooto-b*^
ftsw #©»!*&$$%- imnmmmS to.hingo ora Obfoo point®!,
■ (1) fhefe »tli©i of w&s«£&oim& goiimcw We#

$b# «W®t

Vbot wus. tbft w p p m * of pti4«o#* Cl)
;IfeOttlOS *0*fttl0Sft£
fe#4 PWWOMO M .ill:*. fts,i#
©®ssf&4t% *&£*}» km «i§t#4
tim Mttowy of
voeatlcmaX gwMsiit#®*; raoy t o # fcftd
ottooto* It
;:Miy &£## feiad*?*d fi&* ooo&4imto4 4e*o$e&«Kift* of voootioiB&l
guidott***. os It «ay %rnm &t£im&&t«A tk# «&jo*t»ett& ot
.©ffettitw*

TOettiowsi ,gHi«lHW©w ■%# fts# #Mngis@ awwdw#

JSetfeodo of Yoefttioag! (ftitdft&e#
Staev B©#ia^;itslatmiitsi t&afe oooottootiH ■goM-t&ow
©#oM bo offootiyo only when wsmi#S#4 by o # p t M a M # % m
the: iadtwidiiial

%m%m

®aw sp@oi.sl.itti

®m%iI

«®#o ootlfceda Boedod'te b$r wedifiwd®

b&t&m bhfta

the foopg p#w»©%

%wtliar J* Jott*** *f«ootioao3t foldt-Be# esi ®4o#
eeU«»** 14iitoi»i,
rpra;nr

itoi# 1 » 1 * P*i§«

'

,::%li®ss A1I#& Itiss* "Tsa LRing too yot&t&oab**
Ifjk W t 'impx®ibm 1 % l;ii@'b pp* 4 8 M & &

what direction. was best fe-r that p®wmm#
Brewer's^ view- wart that gufdisiee required a broad*
healthy* social school program with the aid of every
teacher.* there was no definite point in a person*# lift'
when b# could*- with the aid ©f -an e^erfc* make a definite
decision*

Hagie^ hoped a desperate effort would be made

to require guidance courses for all teachers so that every ,
classroom could assist the children in analysing themselves*.
Jones'* fctttwdt® was that vocational. guidance wad
interwoven with, every' part of education,., but that this
concept was too diffuse to be of practical value*

While

education, was not confined to ecfeool* one could pot depend
m

the" outside to achieve educational objectives#,

to

unconscious teacher help wee not dependable 'guidance*.
iaer^ believed that optimum roanlit cam© when the
.individual, and group approach were coordinated m

complin

mentary parte of' the vocational, guidance program*
distlmgwigiMrg values- of the group method,m m t

ffee

(1} speeds

ing orientation* {2} Focusing attention on those in need
of guidance*. |$’
| Stimulating the demand for individual
counseling* C4) Helping establish rapport* (5) Having
moneys

Adapting effective educational means* (7)
%r@war*r *4fr© We- fogiesting the Pupil's ©urriculumf10^
* OTX* (February,* 1948) # pp*.m«4*
1X1* {Beeesmer 28* 19297* pp*8e@**9*
Jone s* 'Op*.clt.»# p* IS*.

®Ma.x p* Bast'# ■^focattonal Guidance in aroup Aotl*
.'Vlbies*** #eouoatioilS* Ilf* |®ay# 1947), pp*S$H**S4*

Revealing group behavior,

(8) ^weloplag positive atti«-

tttd©8* (9) Fooling..eaperi#**©©©#,
t-ager7 believed that the person*!•toterview w m
tiie only means of waking the principle* end practice# of’
vocational guidance work for the individual*

While voca

tional guidance woo- not an exact science* the eene etenderdd
iof service and the freedom of the individual should underlie

the practices everywhere,

i

Garl Soger#8 motivated the »©B*direetlv# ©ouneellng
-aiovement*

Besides emphasizing the oaa^to^ona counseling

relationship# ha hold that the cometier shouB not make

any positive suggestions*

Sncoureging the subject to

-freely express himself would lead to eoenaeiee^me-d© dael<*
aions*

a

Purpose, of Vocational Guidance
In 19lh# Leavitt believed that the real purpose in
vocational guidance was to motivate curriculum enlargement:*,
and decrease the drop-out rate#

Vocational guidance means

guidance for education, not guidance for jobs, though
jobs may be the ulfeii&tfce .goal#1*®
,7H#rry k* <Jsgerf ^Vocation*! Guidance* :$. Growing
.Factor in Labor Development**, .tenthly.Labor Heview* LXVII,
{Beoeatbftr, 1948), pp»596*99#
rt

-.Carl H* Rogers, O o mMlIn^ and Psychotherapy,

I Boston* Ko-ughfon*&lifflln % !# 1940}* p*77*
®Fra.»k IS* Leavitt* ^foeatlenal Guidance*** School
ilevlw, m v f (September, 191S), p-*'«* '
~ ~

'Brewer3-® held, 'that all gulden©# was OB#»-v©caii©.nitl| ■
edubfction&l*. and individual*

Us alts believed that all

education wad guidance*.
Ihiie donet*1 conceded that .guidane® was unitary*
only one phase at & time. should ha singled out for special
consideration*

Vocational guidance was the phase most

'©ommonlf singled out*. and should not ho concerned with
'health., character* home membership, citizenship* or self#
'development except as these would help in the job*
I cannot subscribe to the proposal of' vocational
.-'guidance in our school©***® method of placement* finding
jobs-* and. steering, pupils into ehannelt of industry*
l't measures success fey working permits!a Instead of fey
the number it succeeds in heaping in school*!2
'ftoe response to Mntdal©*# accusations queried
■'whether graduates were better able to find jobs for
themselves than with counsel*-and whether any school, was
-able -to hold its low intelligence* im

financial, group**®

fiorgo contended, that'while the counselor*© purpose
■was to mate a success of the counsel©#*- there was no clear
•concept of vocettonal success*; fherefor#* the only justi
fication of guidance was. that It.wet a way ©f regulating
l'%rewer* History, of.Vocational Guidance ,.(jew Verfcf Harper end Bros**/ISlETTp^liE*
■**£©net* opaoit.*.., p*10*%M ■
;" d«-B* M bs dale, ”Social Heeds in Vocational
;Mutation*.*. Bphoel.ani Society, X3u (September '8?»1984'}p*Ug*
■^'nDisc uss ion*Y School and Society* &X* (OctoberIX*

»82#

ftifctire conduct ©a inductions fro© past experience.*,-^
Ifeison challenged the official definition! foea*
tional guidance is the process of assisting the-, individual
to- choose an occupation,, prepare for- it, enter upon it*
'and progress in it*

This definition connoted specific

prediction instead of prepsring the individual to- change
plans in a changing economy*

It implied as orderly

■progressi&n from the initial choice to progress in it***®

s

Developing a concept of the socially acceptable
■person woe Strang's basis of vocational guidance*

To be

•socially acceptable* one must choose a socially useftill
vocation*

Consequently* she classed the social value as.

■m essential part of occupational information**®
..Another concept w m that vocational guidance was
part of a developing social'sciences a body of knowledge
Iwhich sought to apply to social problem* an attitude or
approach similar to that used in the physical sciences* .
jStae purpose was to make m

objective evaluation of the

Individual using psychology* sociology* and economics*
Another purpose was to provide information for- social
planning

Mlrving large* Criteria for Guidance*1* Occupations*
JCl* (June, 1955), pp* 758-62*
'
~
^ A » Sordon SI©laon, "The Definition of Vocational
0uidanc©wi Occupations* XX? n * (November# 1948-}
* % u t h Strang* "Social Aspect# of Vocational
guidance01* .jducatlon* ht$ (-June, 19$%), pp* 629*46*

--^Srwin W*. fellows* ■"Social Aspects of Vocational
^•uidanc#",: QccupatIon#*XXVZI» (December, 1948}, pp.. 242-4*

Standing of Vocational -Guidance

:
.;

People are everywhere endlessly -■searching for
panaceas, tor educational *get«irl'@h? Quick* scheme a,
■and easy' short cuts* Even tho’
Ugb they have boon
fooled again and again*- they still remain gullible*
Lured by extravagant claims* school authorities and
others got'the notion .that ■vocational guidance was •
giong to solve the educational -.'and industrial ills
and remove the possibility of the misfit* When the
claims wsrenH made good, suspicion fell. on. the
entire movement**8
La 1931, Chester Maxey regretted that the problem

••
"of vocational guidance in the schools was not abandoned#
' But, -educators even declared that compulsory vocational
’
.guidance was the only •means of making education truly
--.serviceable*

Sexey held that educators were not in touch

. with the %ork»a#day world*f high -school ®altri©» made
.qualified and experienced counselor® impossible* -and ©von
■• representatives from-service clubs gave an unbalanced
"■picture*.1®
j

In the 1930'a, vocational guidance.had become a

i"fetish* of educational circles and civic and government
groups*

While Clement Williams®** thought it highly distre

ble to place vocational information'before young people*
fee felt guidance ties wrong*

Guidance placed youth at the

_mercy of their elders, influenced tomorrow1uiiduiy by
^ o n e a , pp.elt«, p*13«
^Chester C, Max© *
Postscript on Vocational
Guidance** Education, LX, fdun©, ’1931)* pp* 609<*34*
®**01eaent ©* Williams# ^Limitations to Vocational
, Guidance11, School and. Society, XLVXXI, (November 5, '1938)
■
: pp*-577**8X-«.

.yesterday* and was a tool for, an autocratic government*
Conner fteed^* believed that t®0», agora could not
'•knbwthemselves, ^<>r 'few of th&m bad marked talents#..- Ho
t

•'

.;

"!

recommended that youth suspend making their final vocation*
.al decisions if they could go'to .colleges, take a general
courses if nets -take any job they-could get* and look around#
Dora Damrln^ maintained that vocational choice was
.•}one of the most prominent problems in the minds of high;school seniors,#

When she had a few measuring devices

;which 'helped students to evaluate their aptitudes, she
was -determined to use them,
William Corney®^ felt that the general humanities
'education was 10 important and .needed so much time that
kittle was left for specific education#-

iducators exalted

conformity and sought the well adjusted child* hut progress
ifrequently came from people who were reluctant to adjust* .
s
';spent arid little eeneemed with security of employment*
Summary
Vocational guidance has evoked many conflicting
;philosophies#

Convictions as to the best guidance method*

-ranged from individual to group; from directive to
®%onner Head, “vocational Guidance Too Hucfe
Meddling11, Clearing. House* .XXX, (May, 1947), pp*5S6«6*
®%ora 1* Damrin, T'Io D©t*tJp Oh Vocational Guidanc6tt,
Clearing House, 3DCIX, (Hpvember* 1947}., pp.* 178*9*
am E*. Comey*. “Bread -or Hyacinths**, School
and Society, WX1X* t<Fuly 8, 1950}, pp* 17*20#
' * *

;noa*dlrecfciv«j from a specific function to an cll~educat ion.
.function.
fhe purpos&s tMfeii have conflicted laoiwde ©ecu**
,patlonal a&jwetsiant only ■or oee«pafci<m®l»..educational* and'‘
,paraonai.ity adjustment} occupational direction or occu- ■
!p-atioaal enlightenment} prepar-atim

tor a specific m ® ups**

;tiom- or preparation for a changing 'field of occupations}
'creation of the socially acceptable person or the
=beieatlflc ftolution of the problems of aocioty*
fh© negative view© were that vocational guidance
.was wrong in trying to control the future,, that it was too
exacting to ever be practiced In the schools* that toon
:agars wore too young to determine their vocations* and that
■adjustment was too- h ighly exalted*

Positive views held •' a

that vocational guidance made education'meaningful and
■-climaxed in the vocational adjustment of the individual#

O H & I W t II

GTmm pActoBS bvmsvzm yogatxchai m x t m c ®
It h m been shown that the economic eyeing affected
vocational guidance*

flh@th.gr a ®att©:r of can#© or ©ffeet#

vocational guidance and educators* research studies and
$>hilos©.pbl®» .bore a ©lose relationship*

Wow* 00310 of the

other influential factor® will h© enumerated*
Federal legislation
W M l © the Smitb-wHugbes Act of 191? gave appro*
pristions to vocational ©ducatloni and '«©#eral forthcoming
;acts increased this Federal aid*, not till the Georg©**
sBarden Act of 194B was provision wad© for vocational
■guidance**
SMDivision of-Vocational Education* which was
organised to make studies and surveys* also was to develop
a guidance program#

.It matched state and local fimds which

were .spent to supervise the state guidance program, to
train, vocational counselors* to pay school counselors,
and to purchase equipment and supplies*
fhe professional effects of tikis program war© ‘the
adoption of .specific qualifications for guldanceworkere
%*S# Office of Education, Mmlnlatrot ion'of..
.
Yocafctonal igdncation*, Voe*Bul» I* Bek, 8®FI®5~’
1e*TJ'tWasE*
listens rev*

and th» definition of their duties-#*
Jfat Ianal 0enteronem
'"Che White House Gontereme of 1931 adopted recom
mendations for vocational guidance which included an
©very community program, specially prepared counselors#
cumulative records and testing# and occupations class®©:*®
The national 'Occupations Conference of 1938 delit
.with improving occupational adjustment#

As a result, the

occupational information and Outdance Service of the
Office of Sdwe&tlon was organized#

Its purpose was to

collect and disseminate occupational information and to
'promote the school Information and guidance program-#4
5Phe purpose of the program was not ’to set. exact
.patterns In this field# or to change accepted philosophies
■and procedures which had developed throughout the country
•as an evolution from local conditions*®
By 1948# forty-four states supported a school
guidance program# most of which used Federal funds under thSi
%&rry A Jeger* "The George-Barden Act as an
Influence in the Further Development of Guidance fifoHc*#
■9eeu,pationg# XXV, 'flay# 194?)# pp*48599*
^Monthly labor Rev low, ’’Tteeommendst ions on Vocations!
Guidance M o S ^ ^ y ^ T ' W l l e Bouse Conference*#. XXXIII#
duly,, t m i>, pp* 108-9*
%ohn W * Studebaker* wf.be Hew .national Occupational
Information.and Guidance Service** Occupations* XVII
{Haveiuber, 1938),. pp* 101-5.*
5Studehaker#. ”fh© Occupational .Information and
Guidance Servicet A' Report of progress** Occupations* -

(April, 1939), pp* 583-93*

"
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George*Bardon Act end professional, ass 1st ©no© from the
Occupational Information and Guidance Service..*

Four

thousand hijh schools carried on specialized guidance
programs directed fey 8,000 counselors-.

Out of 28,000

■public high schools,, this was not a good showing-*®
Outside Agencies
Nincty~three national organizations had demonstrated
an Interest in the vocational guidance field prior to- 19391
-984 clubs carried on vocational guidance*7
g
lee felt that occupational adjustment could be
■accomplished only through cooperating with these clubs and
'.organisations,*

They ranged from parent-teacher associations),

local labor unions, and chambers of commerce to groups
like Hotary* Kiwanis, Lions, B fnal Brlth, Business and
(Professional Women* and Associated University-Women*

They

also included the IYM.C-.A*, government offices, and the
agencies of the d0prossion**-»H,.y,.A*., and 0*C*C*
Brewer® warned that vocational guidance must be
preserved as an entity unhampered by over»coiatrol fey other
agencies If its effect on the local community and on youth
g
Jager, op,cit,, p,488,
7Harry 0.* Kit son, ’‘Vocational Guidance Faces
.Expansion1*, Occupations, XVII, {January, 1939),pp,357-62,
%dwln A* Lee, “A Look Toward the Future”, Occu.gatlons,XVl, {May, .1930), pp*?l?«23«
®Brewer, History of Vocational Guidance,, (Sew York!
Harper & Bros-,, T&4&TT p*li§0-*'’'
:
'"’’
n

was t■©■ fee go©d>
Beside# conducting guidance ■services and
'try-out experiences In their own center, the Y»M»C*A* of
■Cincinnati arranged for business and professional men to
com© to the high schools .for,individual counseling-with
junior and senior fedys*^
pcpre# aIon. Afzenclea* The national Youth Adrainls*trmtlon operated junior, employment offices which adminls-

i

tered-'mechanical aptitude*- interest, -and intelligence
tests*

It also subsidized part-tim© work experiences fca

the high schools#1^ The Civilian Conservation Corp camp
advisers lay more and m a m stress ©n counseling and
guidance*

They used group discussions.and camp meetinge

where the boys were all present to present employment trends
and application procedures*-^
11*S* £».$>'in some cities, the Public Employment
.■Service conducted the junior placement for all people
under 21$ in other cities it. was affiliated with the
13
'schools*.
in either ease, it obtained the cumulative
records and references from the high school*

fhe Maryland

^Charles B# lee, r,Boys hooking for jobs®* Occupa
tions, XIV, (Sovember, 1955)* pp * 125-4.
S^Hary B.*S, Ha;©#, ^Guldens© and the B*X.#.A*”;
,
Occupations, XIV* (December, 1935), pp* 240«»3*
•^Howard W,. 03cley, ”Counseling and Guidance in the
C*C*€*ft, School hife, XXI, (May, 1936), pp-* 195-4*
ISHomer P.- Balney, "Guidance and Placement for
America*# Youth”, Occupation#, XV,, (June, 19,37), pp.* 838-44*

*00*

employment service placed a guidance supervisor In th©
.Department of Public .Instruction, and bis' services were
available to the superintendents and teachers through
out the state.
In I960,' Max Boot**8 reported that the 0*5.U.S.
had counseled 120,000 school-aged youth the previous year*
The policy was to encourage the schools to counsel the
ninth, tenth, and eleventh graders and those twelfth
graders who were going -on to college.

The biggest dearth

was in the rural areas where the school guidance programs
were weakest.
National.' Groups. In 1968, the Business and Profes
sional Women sponsored a campaign for appointing vocational.,
counselors In the schools*
At-the- -same time, 754 Kiwanls clubs were adminis
tering vocational conferences, personality and aptitude
•*p
testing, flnd-yourself campaigns, and employment bureaus./ *
The members provided first-hand information and; counsel
through occupational group -conferences and individual
counseling,

The club issued a bulletin which gave an

or* aniced outline for conducting the conference*

Members

also -assisted the schools by providing part«ti e work
Vocational Guidance -and Employment Services*1,
School and Society, X.VII, (May 7, 1938}, pp.597-8*
P. Baer, **Woshln; ton Flashes”, Occupations,
XXX, (March* 1952)*
■^“Recent Guidance Activities of National Groups1’
Occupations, XVII, (October# 1938), pp*40-42*

opportunities in plants and offiee-su^
Unfair employment practices mad© it necessary for
0*nai Brith to assist .Jewish youth in finding employment*
Group meetings in occupational information wore supple**
moated by .individual ..counseling#^®
Industry* Industry assumed some guidance respan*
aibiltty in Pittsburg when th© Bull .Foundation opened an

office in th© school where it counseled $30 student# a
ye-ar*-IQ
Commercial Guidance. Metropolitan papers carried
adds like ®Com© to us and by means of psychological tests
we*11 tell you what your aptitudes are*-, or,. *Plan your
Occupational future intelligently*

Vocational guidance

4

by sclentifleally trained vocational ©Xpert©,;.

I

Personal

interview not necessary*. Fee $S.*W 20
Such commercials threw suspicion on the entire
guidance movement*- A step recommended to counteract the'
suspicion was Qualified* professional counselors In the
schools* ’
i7C.G* Dunsmoor# "Kiwanis and Guidance in 19-56***
Occupations* KJCV* {April# 1956)* pp*660«6'3#
l%a©r* ”;
fhe Bn*oi Brith Vocational'Service Fro*
gram*** Qc cupat.lons3%X1V * fFebruary* 13 46) *pp* 277-80«
i®fU Maurice Boss* ’’From School to Work*** Child*
XVI* {October* l951),pp*25V7»
—
—
2%its©n, *$he Mvin!nlng Bod Still Flourishes*#
Occupations* XXIV* (May, 1346), p .507*

Teacher Preparation
The first course in vocational guidance was at
Harvard in the summer of 1911*

It emphasised the need

for guidance*, cooperation between the schools*and employers*
how to organise guidance* and how to teach vocations*2^'
By 1925, thirty such couptea were offered In college®
and universitiesj in 1926* 70 courses.! in 1941* 264 courses,
in 52 institutions*22
The Eighth National Conference of State Supervi
sors of Guidance Services and Counselor Trainers -set up
.-the competencies which a counselor should have t They should
'be able to classify mid describe the w&rld of-work! understand the effect of socio-economic changesj know intraining and placement facilities; and collect, evaluate*
abstract, file* and us© occupational information with
groups of studentSfThe•counselor may have varied degrees of respon
sibility in giving occupational information to groups.*
Some of the activities In which he must be competent to
use information are as follows! Visits to industrial or1
business establishments, displays of -materials, career*
days, -community occupational surveys, follow-up studiea»A
adaptation of materials for newspapers, or hobby clubs*.
sltfTIie Common 'Welfare**, Survey,. XXV2* (September 16*
.1911J, p.,848*
22Brewer, op, cit*, p.213*.
23
■ Office of Education, Counselor Compstencies in
Occupational. Information, Misc.“1T314/5,'^'(WmchT^TQ^9)* *
O

■

A

Ibt<i,*,p*2S,.

By 1951 » nineteen states Bad sat up formal re
quirements for certification of guidance counselors*

Blue® only twelve states requiredbusiness experience#
Berner125 thought counselors'*' information was grasped
.bookishly and vicariously*

Only 100 of 930 collages and

,universities which graduated counselor# offered a court©
'in occupation©.*
Summary
With Federal funds under the George-Barden Act
and professional assistance from the Occupational Infor*
■mation and Guidanee Service# there was a growing trend

[tor

state-supported guidance programs*

Civic groups,: government agencies, and Industry
■all took responsibility for youth guidance* They did
testing, individual counseling, and placement, and conduct
ed career conferences*

Some of their activities supple

mented school guidance! son© of the®' replaced it*

Profit-

minded commercial guidance brought suspicion on the guidance
■movement *
In order to regulate school guidance, specific
■teacher competencies wore listed and an increasing number
of states required counselor certIf1©ation*
S5%eon L* Berner, HTh© Academic Approach to
Vocational Guidance*# School.and Society, BX3C1V, (July 28*
1951), pp. 54-7.*
'
.......

CKAPT1SR .X
BECEJU HEVELOPMEBTS- '
low that the"beginnings of vocational guidance

and. fcfa© factors which have affected it have teen discussed*,
there is the question of its present status. The present
trends and ©oat© current practices will he described* and
some authoritative recommendations listed*
Trends
Thirty-eight schools which state supervisors rated
as doing a superior job gave evidence of the following
trends in teaching occupational information* (1) The
■twelfth grade had caught up with the ninth grade in
popularity*

This was the t rend because so many were

graduating from high school*.

{2). Self appraisal by

psychological tests., checklists, and autobiographies was
the most frequently reported technique*

(3) Classes war©

taught by counselors rather than by social studies teachers*}
thereby integrating group and individual guidance*

(4) Oc

cupational information was a required course in 29 schools
and an elective in nine*

(5) It was a separate subject

in 25 schools and m unit in other subject© In 15*.(6) Total •
clock hoars of the course ranged from ten to 180*
(?) stated purposes were self appraisal and learning of

community work opportunities, sources of occupational
information, and skills in finding work* (8) The methods
wore self- evaluation, jots surveys, filmstrips, leaflets,
and career conferences*^
The Federal requirements for guidance services
subsidy allowed each state maximum freedom in patterning
a program uniquely adapted to the needs 'of the individuals

within its boundaries* .It was the trend-within states to
:®et up a criteria for duties, standards, and qualifications
of counselors; to require counselor intern experience; to
specify certification requirement ej to develop pilotservice where the state supervisor set up and demonstrated
a local guidance program;-to require schools to maintain

■
’s guidance service in order to be accredited; and to
evaluate the-programs with the bulletin put out by the
'Occupational Information and Guidance Service, Criteria
£5

..for Evaluating Guidance. Programs in the. Secondary Schools»
Current Practices
Seniors who had been recruited for a special class
studied careers In a Brooklyn, Hew York, high school*
fbelr first project was to write to sluanl members ©eking
first hand information on career progress*

Guest speakers

1
Bobert Koppock & Borman lowenatein, "The Teaching
of 'Occupations in 1051*, Oceupatlone,-XXX, (January, 1952), ■
pp*274~6«
—
.
%rank L* Sievor, ^Current Developments in Guidance
Services*, School &ife, XXXI2, (March, 1950),pp.86-7#

.from many occupations cam© to class for career conferences-*
The students wrote autobiographies and took interest and
aptitude testa*

Field trips,• periods for browsing In th#

occupational library# and a vocational term paper completed
the course* ■ Lowensteln felt the study resulted in self'evaluation, realisation of important socio-economic factors^
•*
;and th® field-level concept*
Twenty-eight picked students of Newark, New Jersey,.
rspent a field day in the Kre©ge -Netvark store*,

Th© visit

was preceded by careful planning and orientation*

Each

student spent the morning observing and helping in his
■chosen department— -advertising, commercial, art, controller#
'office, merchandising, receiving and marking, restaurant,
.or sewing' and alterations* After lunch In th© employe©©1
,
\
/cafeteria, the students toured the store* The students*
employers, and th© employees recognized th© educational
:and vocational purpose of the day.^
In order to develop th© civic and social aspects
;of th© part-time student1s life, occupational adjustment
classes were taught in the Cooperative Training High
'School of Beaumont* Texas.

The first few months were the

most critical period for part-time students; confusion,
fear, and lack of experience played on his emotions*
The adjustment classes attempted to build confidence and
%owensteln, ”Seniors Study Careers”, Occupations,
XXX, {November, 1951), pp. 98-101*
%U<5® Bwotolo, *8oib© Tim© In a Stor©'rt,: Occupations,.
XXXf (November, I960), pp.119-20*

•erast© a <$eslrable attitude* for employers evaluated the
beginning worker on attitude, flfesaess, and loyalty,

fhe

topics were presented by class discussions with one of the
students leading***

Integrating the many types of industrial education
and traditional education, the core curriculum cut across
all departmental boundaries*

Since finances dictated an

■■early vocational choice, the junior high was used for
■.exploring occupations and the high school for trade skills
.and knowledge*®
The occupational adjustment emphasis is being
-supplentod by the life 'adjustment movement*

Its purposes

:®ro to encourage personality growth and. socially acceptable
patterns of behavior and to develop a sens© of values for
;ha..piri©ss and social good*

It is an integrated curriculum

which, besides several specified courses, requires a point**
rated achievement project*

Projects Include scholarship,

homo service, pert-time work.,, life ^planning# and eonmmi ty
service*
■points..

Each student in the curriculum must earn 200
In 1951, the. Billings, Mont ana * high school

graduated its first class under this plan.^
®Eeland S* Luchsinter, 1fUnits in Occupational
Adjustment for Industrial Co-operative Training**, Industrial.
.
Arts and Vocational Education, XII, (January, 1652T7pp7il^T"'
^William f* Bawden, *fA Curricular 'View of Industrial,
■Education®, Industrial Arts and Vocational Education, XXXIX*’
(April, 1950lTpTlW£§T
—
Ragsdale, life Adjustment Curriculum, (Billing##

Montanal school manual)

~~

'Recommendations fop.Group Vocational GuidanceEven though industrialisation and economic cycles

may bring m m j surface- changes to the occupational strueiur®,*
the- broad fields of occupations change little fro® decade
to decade*

•

.In the last fifty years# the percentage of

' workers in manufecturing# 'mining* construction* transport
•
: tat ion and public utilities:# and service industries have

varied less than three points each*

An increase in the

professions fro® 3,1 to 7.2 per cent* and, a decrease in
agriculture fro® 54*3 to 12*8 per cent are important.t f .. changes*® Also the increase in semi-skilled labor from
16 to 22 per cent and the decrease, of unskilled labor
'’from IS to 6 per cent should be noted by the counselor.®
«'■In spite of the publicity for hew inventions and new in*
'',dusfcries# their effect on the occupational structure is not
great orifemediate*

Ibis' stability encourages the posai*

;bility of vocational guidance, and should be brought to the
/

student's1 attention*
The local conditions should be emphasised in the
occupational information class* for many people tend to

remain near their home communities,*

This can be aecom-

.plishod by close relations between school and business
and practical instruction in work situations*' Belaian*a
;

®T* Lyman Tibbitts, “Vocational Guidance and the
1940 Census11* Occupations* XXII# (January* 1944)* pp. 252-7.
®Arthur J. Jones* Principles of Guidance* (Hew
Yorks McGraw-Hill* 19Sl)#pT6* •'

.
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plan was as follows: (1) Organise an advisory committee of
business men* (2)€oordinat© the teaching staff* (3) Provide
supervised work experience through diversified education
end' Gn*the-job*tr©intng*

(4) Provide..a diversified ©du<*

cation for'diversified, occupations* (5) Study occupational
trends* lo
The principles of vocational guidance should be
'in the foreground: (1} It should enable the Individual to
make an Intelligent choice,for guidance.is not' a selection '
or distribution function. (2) It is a right under the schema
of free education*

($} It necessitates cooperation between

school, labor* and employer. (4) It requires trained person**

With the foregoing principles in mind, Baer gives
the distinguishing principles of group vocational guidance?
(1) Vocational guidance for groups and for individuals
are complementary approaches to the same ultimate objeo*
.tives* (2) Group activities should be purposeful. (3) They
should be pervaded by a democratic spirit-*© minimum of
lecturing and a maximum of group discussion# {4) They
should bo adapted to the needs, interests, and maturity
level of the specific group. The counselor should seek
information about each member.

(5) Activities should be

in
3-^Harry S. Belman & Rupert N« Evens, ’’Wanted: A
Sound Program of Education for the 60 Per Cent", Hat ion*a
Schools, X.VI, (September, 1950), pp,24-6,
^Karry A. la; er, ’’Vocational Guidance a Growing
Factor in Labor •Development©*1, Monthly Labor Review,LXVXI,
(Decora,er, 1948), pp*596-99*

integrally related to other school,^work and social acti

vities of the group* {8) -They should b® conducted in small,
natural, homogeneous groups with a coaaoa Interest, (7)f?h©y^
should focus on experience in 'making plans and.decisions-**

,

not merely factual Information* {©) They should be con.ducted on -an ■impersonal basis by citing fictitious or
'anonymous eases,,

f9) Outcomes should b© validated against

vocational guidance objectives*^2
Summary
’It is the trend for -states to require trained
guidance services in the schools* ' 'Geeup-st-lonal informa
tion classes are increasingly taught in the twelfth grad©
by the school counselor#

Courses emphasize self-analysis

•’more than occupational information*
There is a closer relationship between school and ■
*'business*

It Is evidenced In school-work programs and

.'student field days*

Adjusting personality to work takes

'precedence over learning trade skills.

Adjustment to

life takes precedence over adjustment to work*
Accurate occupational data, both -local and national,)
should be presented in the schools.

The counselor should

heed the principles and objectives of guidance, and integrate
group guidance methods with the objectives* 3-%fax F* Baer, ^Vocational Guidance in Group
Activities? Distinguishing Value® end frihcipies1*. Occu
pations , XXV* {May* 1947), pp» 530-34*
—— »

CHAPTER XI
COICXUSXOIS
This brings to a close the study of group vocation■al guidance..

Prom the first class in occupational in

formation, the methods have been traced down to the
latest school techniques ♦. From the industrial -problems
of the early 19001s to the latest defense program, the
•back-ground ©f vocational guidance hes, been described.
An attempt has been made to keep the study within
j
Xh® bounds of group vocational guidance ip the secondary
'.schools.

It was not the purpose to explore the field of

Individual guidance, industrial guidance, or personality
guidance.
The term group guidt nee has been used in a loose
sense throughout.

The original concept of the term was

a class-room agendum of detailed occupational information.
The present concept departs from the information aspect.
Vocational guidance is taken as moaning a program
of activities which are not instructional In nature
and which have as their ultimate purpose the indivi
dual,
The original purposes of vocational guidance were
to direct boys to jobs in which they would be able to
.advance, be financially ahead, and be happy,

A secondary

^Karry A. Jager, "Vocational Guidance in the
United State®", International labour Review,- XLVII,
(April, 1948) ,p*307* ■
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purpose was educational mitlvation.

To these ends instruc

tion was organized, both in separate courses and3n units
in. other courses.

Text books end them© contracts were

the main teaching devices; guest speakers, field trips,
and group discussions were also used,

it was strictly a

boy*s field of study.
The' years brought ups and downs to the vocational
guidance movement.

Unemployment of the depression years

made vocational guidance seem futile.

If guidance survived^,

it was directed towards education or personality*
The wars emphasized the selective and directive
phases of vocational guidance, thus making it less demo*
erotic,

Vocational guidance was also an apt tool for

socialistic regulations.
Research studies of guidance programs showed them
to be ineffective*

Even educators could not agree on the

■purposes and practices'of vocational guidance*
Schools were not prepared with staffs who were
qualified to guide youth toward the world of work, so
representatives of the world of work came to the schools*
In career conferences, counseling, and placement, the
working m©n*s objectives were short-sighted and limited.
In spite of vocational guidance defects and its
decline, the occupational maze kept it in demand*

So

its supporters obtained a Federal subsidy for its devel
opment*

They drew up standards for counselors and for

guidance programs.

Theyargenized a central occupational

information and guidance service-*

With ©or© secure footings

vocational guidance is ©fain attempting to build up its
reputation,

Group guidance* under qualified counselors*

©an supplement the work of individual counseling.
Suggestions for Further Studies
Follow-up studies of guidance programs are frag*
mentary 'or lacking#

In recent years* the Hevlew of fidu- -

-cati.on.al leseareh hast'cited•occupational studies* a tool
for vocational counselors* but not follow-up results, the
rational!tation for vocational guidance#
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